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ABSTRACT 
One strategy used by good college-age readers is to spend addi-
tional time viewing or reading information which is relevant to their 
goals or purpose in reading. Additional viewing time of goal-relevant 
information then presumably leads to superior retention of this 
information, at the expense of information which is irrelevant to the 
reader's goals. One way to detect different strategies used by 
younger and older readers is to measure how much viewing time readers 
allot to goal-relevant information and how much of this information is 
recalled. Relevant information can be designated as that material 
which contains answers to previously-memorized questions or it can be 
defined as the text segments which are intrinsically most important to 
the theme of the text. 
This study was designed to measure the impact of age upon the 
higher-level control and monitoring processes necessary for effective 
prose comprehension. In the first experiment, twenty-four college-age 
subjects and twenty-four elderly subjects, classified as high or low in 
verbal ability, read two passages and answered questions about them. 
In the treatment condition, questions were known beforehand. In the 
control condition, no questions were given before reading the story. 
Inspection times were recorded for all subjects while they read at their 
own rate. Results showed that both younger and older readers spent more 
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time viewing information relevant to their goal. All subjects also 
recalled more goal-relevant than irrelevant information. 
In the second experiment, the same forty-eight subjects read two 
passages one idea unit at a time. They then orally recalled the story. 
Inspection times were recorded for each segment of the text. Results 
revealed that both younger and older readers spent more time viewing 
information relevant to the theme of the passage. All subjects also 
recalled text segments as a function of that segment's importance to 
the theme of the passage. 
Results are discussed as lending support to the hypothesis that 
older readers are adaptive and flexible information processors, able 
to vary strategies to obtain the desired reading goal. Thus, there 
do not seem to be adult age differences in at least some metacognitive 
skills. However, adults showed lower overall recall and slower overall 
reading time. Slower verbal coding speed leading to a smaller effec-
tive processing capacity is consistent with the obtained results and 
is discussed as a possible explanation for the observed age-related 
memory decline. Implications of this research and possible future 
directions of research in this area are also discussed. 
viii 
CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
General Structure of Reading Processes 
A tremendous amount of research concerning reading and reading 
comprehension has been generated during the past twenty-five years. 
These studies have focused on numerous diverse topics such as percep-
tion, memory, language, spelling, and speech and their relation to 
reading. Within these areas, researchers have looked at many factors 
affecting reading, including developmental trends, individual differ-
ences in ability, and difficulty of material. 
A recent trend in this research has been to investigate adult age 
differences in reading comprehension, which will be the focus of the 
present study. Before discussing adult age differences in prose 
comprehension, the literature concerning models of reading comprehension 
will be reviewed to provide a general context in which to understand 
this study. Studies of individual differences in prose comprehension 
will also be reviewed to aid in the discussion of which components are 
important contributors to adult age differences in prose comprehension. 
Given the diversity of the fields of research related to reading 
and the complexity of the reading process, it is not surprising that 
various theoretical models of reading have been proposed to explain 
certain research findings. These models differ in several important 
ways. For example, some models stress the importance of recognizing 
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words rapidly, while other models emphasize the role of the reader as 
an active, adaptive processor of information. Also, some models 
propose a large number of discrete stages in the reading process, while 
others postulate a relatively small number of continuously interacting 
stages. 
Regardless of differences among the various theoretical models of 
reading, there are two basic elements which all the models have in 
common. First, every model acknowledges that certain component skills 
are essential for reading. For example, all models agree that the 
reader must be able to recognize letters and words, ascribe meaning to 
each printed word, and remember each segment of text long enough to 
assimilate new information to the previous segment of text. In other 
words, while all models may not agree on the total number of component 
processes, which components are more important, or what to label each 
component, all the theoretical models of reading do agree that certain 
component skills exist which are necessary for comprehension. 
A second commonality among all the models of reading involves the 
flow of information between the component processes. All models agree 
that the information generated by each component process must be shared 
with the other components for comprehension to occur. Thus, while the 
models may not agree on how the information flows between the various 
components or in what direction the information flows, all the models 
of reading postulate that a flow of information between components is 
essential for comprehension. 
Before looking more closely at specific theoretical models, it may 
be useful to discuss in more detail the component processes of 
reading and the flow of information between these components. Addi-
3 
tionally, the conscious cognitive control of these processes will be 
discussed. 
Component Processes of Reading 
Reading is a very complex activity involving both perceptual and 
cognitive skills. It is the process of understanding written language 
(Smith 1978) or extracting information from text (Massaro 1978). The 
reader must not only perceive the written words, but must also make 
sense of them. 
Understanding text requires that the reader be able to integrate 
many component processes accurately and quickly. These component or 
subordinate skills can be divided into two areas on the basis of type 
of information--the access to visual information and the access to 
non-visual information (Smith 1978). All theoretical models of reading 
include both types of information, although some models emphasize one 
type of information more than the other type. 
Visual Information. The visual information necessary for reading 
refers to the printed material or text. This type of information has 
also been called graphic information. Component processes related to 
visual information might include such skills as identifying an 
individual letter, identifying a consonant or vowel cluster, or 
recognizing a word. Certainly this information is important. Without 
it, there would be no reading. However, non-visual information is also 
essential. 
Non-Visual Information. Non-visual information refers to the 
information the reader already possesses and brings to the reading 
situation or acquires from previous sections of the text being read. 
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It includes such things as knowledge of the subject matter, knowledge 
of the relevant language, syntactic (grammatical) information, and 
semantic (meaning) information. Syntactic information refers to how 
the elements of a language (e.g., nouns, verbs, prepositions, etc.) 
are related to each other. Semantic information includes the knowledge 
of word meanings which enables the reader to construct, interpret, and 
integrate larger units of meaning such as sentences, paragraphs, and 
entire prose passages. 
Reciprocal Interaction. There appears to be a reciprocal rela-
tionship between visual and non-visual information (Smith 1978): The 
better the graphic cues are, the less non-visual information the reader 
needs to apply. Conversely, readers with richly integrated systems of 
non-visual information need fewer visual cues to read. For example, a 
microbiologist would presumably experience relatively little difficulty 
reading technical articles pertaining to his or her field, while the 
layman would require more time and effort, clearer print, and superior 
physical conditions to read the same article. The more non-visual 
information the reader is able to employ, the easier it is for the 
reader to read and the more efficient and effective the reading is. 
Flow of Information 
A second source of difference among various models of reading is 
the flow of information. While all models state that information must 
be exchanged between the various components, they do not agree on how 
or in which direction this information flows. 
Bottom-Up. One type of information flow has been termed "bottom-
up" processing. In this type of model, information processing is 
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assumed to begin at the lowest level (i.e., graphic input). Once 
processing is complete at the lowest level (e.g., a letter has been 
recognized), the information from that level is sent to the next 
highest level (e.g., recognizing a consonant cluster) to facilitate 
that level of processing. As each level of processing is completed, 
the information is passed along to successively higher levels until 
comprehension results. 
Bottom-up models have also been termed "outside-in," "data-
driven" (Masson & Sala 1978), and "text-based" (Frederiksen 1977). 
Top-Down. Top-down processing refers to beginning processing at 
the highest level. In this way, higher-level processes can influence 
lower-level ones. For example, a reader who has been reading about a 
particular topic may begin to generate hypotheses about what he or she 
expects to read next. These expectations may either facilitate and 
speed up lower-level processes or they may cause the reader to make 
errors and slow the reading process when what is expected does not 
appear. 
Top-down models have also been called "inside-out" processing, 
"conceptually-driven" (Masson & Sala 1978), and "schema-based" 
(Frederiksen 1977). 
Interactive. Top-down and bottom-up models allow information to 
flow in only one direction. Recent theorists, however, have speculated 
that reading is the result of an interaction between bottom-up and 
top-down processing (Rumelhart 1977; Stanovich 1980). These theorists 
point out that we need both visual and non-visual information with 
information flowing in both directions for effective and efficient 
reading. These theories emphasize that not only are lower-level 
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component skills and high-level monitoring processes necessary for 
comprehension, but the information generated from processing at each of 
these levels is actively shared with all other levels to facilitate 
better comprehension. 
Metacognition 
In addition to the basic component processes of reading and the 
flow of information among these processes, some models add a higher-
level control and evaluation mechanism known as metacognition. 
"Metacognition refers to the deliberate conscious control of one's own 
cognitive actions" (Brown 1980). 
In summary, various models of the reading process have been 
proposed. Despite the differences between the theoretical models, all 
theorists agree that there are certain basic components essential to 
reading and that information flows among the components. In addition, 
some models add a higher-level evaluation and control mechanism. Each 
theoretical model, then, is a unique combination of components, infor-
mation flow, and control processes. Some of these models will now be 
examined more fully. Although quite a number of theoretical models of 
reading have been proposed, it should be noted that only the models of 
reading selected as important and influential or particularly relevant 
to this research will be discussed. 
Models of Reading Comprehension 
Information-processing models generally understand cognitive tasks 
by analyzing them in sequential stages; they begin with sensory input 
and end with some type of output or response (Gibson & Levin 1975). 
Many models of reading have been proposed within an information-
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processing framework. These models typically emphasize some component 
or process more fully than other components. For example, some models 
focus specifically on the direction of information flow. Other models 
have examined where the reading process breaks down and causes problems 
for some readers. Still other models have emphasized which particular 
components of the reading process are most important. 
These models of reading, then, can be compared on a number of 
dimensions. Two dimensions will be discussed more fully here. The 
first group of models will examine what causes problems in the reading 
process given that a reader has only a limited amount of potential 
resources to allocate to the reading process. The second group of 
models will focus on the direction of information flow in reading. 
Limited-Resources Models 
Kahneman (1973) proposed that there is a general limit on the 
total amount of resources available for performing mental operations. 
One important cognitive resource that is limited is attention. Accord-
ing to this proposition, we can attend to only one thing at a time, 
although we may process many items at once if only one requires atten-
tion and all others are automatic. 
Along these same lines, Hasher and Zacks (1979) contrast encoding 
operations (a basic component skill of reading) which drain minimal 
energy from our limited-capacity attentional mechanism with those 
operations which require considerable attentional capacity. The authors 
term the former processes automatic operations. These operations 
require minimal attentional capacity. The processes which use consid-
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erable attentional capacity are called effortful operations and are 
assumed to be in competition for the limited resource of attention. 
At least two models of reading are based on the notion of limited 
resources, with attentional capacity serving as an important limited 
resource. 
LaBerge and Samuels. In the LaBerge and Samuels (1974) model, 
visual information is transformed through the visual, phonological, and 
episodic memory processing stages until it is comprehended in the 
semantic system. The processing at each stage is assumed to be learned. 
The degree of learning may be assessed for accuracy, which requires 
attention, and for automaticity, which does not. 
Attention, the limited resource in this model, may be focused at 
any one level in the system. The skilled and mature reader is one who 
has achieved automaticity in the lower-level skills of reading such as 
letter identification, spelling pattern recognition, and word recogni-
tion. Attention is not required for these activities and is free to be 
concentrated on the higher-level skills such as organizing the meaning 
of sentences and paragraphs or utilizing metacomprehension skills which 
allow better comprehension and retention. The less skilled reader, on 
the other hand, has not achieved as much automaticity and must focus 
his attention on lower-level skills. 
Norman and Bobrow. The model proposed by Norman and Bobrow (1975) 
is very similar to the LaBerge and Samuels (1974) model. They suggest 
that a process can be limited in performance by either limits in 
available resources (resource-limited) or by the quality of data 
available (data-limited). If resources, such as attention, are limited 
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and various processes are competing for the resources, resource-limited 
processes will be affected, while data-limited ones will not. 
Generally, at some level, further resource allocation will have no 
further benefit and the process becomes data-limited. For example, 
after a word has been understood or a letter identified, further 
processing on that particular task will not be beneficial. The effi-
cient reader maximizes performance by operating at exactly that point 
where the process becomes data-limited; resources are allocated up to 
the point where further allocation of resources will yield no further 
benefit. As processes are learned and practiced they become more 
efficient and reach a data-limited state much sooner. Thus the 
efficient skilled reader uses less resources for lower-level processes 
and attention is free to be concentrated on more demanding processes 
such as comprehension and metacomprehension skills. In other words, 
lower-level processes have become data-limited, and the better reader 
can allocate more attentional capacity to high-level processes. 
Models Emphasizing Flow of Information 
This second group of models has focused on the flow of information 
during the reading process. Some models have postulated that information 
flow is sequential, with information flow characterized as bottom-up 
or top-down. Other models have allowed for a partial exchange of 
bottom-up and top-down information. Perhaps the majority of models, 
however, have conceptualized the information flow as interactive and 
bidirectional. 
Sequential Processing 
The early information-processing models of reading allowed 
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information to flow in only one direction--from graphic to syntactic 
to comprehension, with many stages in between. 
Gough. Gough (1976) has proposed such a bottom-up model begin-
ning with an eye fixation and ending with the emergence of a spoken 
word, all in one second. The visual stimulus is first transformed to 
an icon and the letters are then identified one by one, serially from 
left to right by a pattern recognition scanner. The letters are decoded 
by means of a system of phonological rules and are transposed into a 
string of "abstract systematic phonemes" (p. 515). A lexical search 
is then conducted to provide the phonemes with meaning. Next, the 
words and their meanings are put into primary memory, along with 
syntactic and semantic information. In primary memory, the words are 
organized into coherent sentences through interaction with a comprehen-
sion device. Gough states that we do not yet know how the comprehension 
device, which he calls "Merlin," really works nor where sentences 
reside after they have been understood. Gough has termed this spot 
"Place Where Sentences Go When They Are Understood" (p. 518). Finally, 
rules are applied to transform the meaning of the sentences to an oral 
output. 
This model focuses on visual information and provides little 
opportunity for non-visual information to influence the process (i.e., 
this is a bottom-up model), making it difficult to explain the better 
comprehension and economical behavior of the skilled reader. 
Goodman. Goodman (1967) has proposed a model of reading compre-
hension that focuses on a top-down flow of information and emphasizes 
the contribution of non-visual information to the reading process. He 
has described reading as a "psycholinguistic guessing game" (p. 507) • 
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The process begins with the reader scanning a line of print and focus-
ing at a point. The reader then forms a perceptual image, based on the 
cues he has selected, and searches his memory for related cues. At 
this point, the reader makes a hypothesis about what will be read next 
based on what has been previously read and on other non-visual 
knowledge. The reader then applies semantic and syntactic rules to 
determine what the graphic input would look like if the hypothesis 
were true. He then checks to see if the input is indeed like that. 
If the choice is not syntactically and semantically acceptable, the 
reader regresses and makes another guess. If the choice is accepta-
ble, the new meaning is assimilated with prior meaning and the cycle 
continues. 
This model by Goodman is the closest one to a purely top-down 
model. Obviously, however, non-visual information and some bottom-up 
information flow is necessary for effective reading comprehension. 
Recent information-processing models of reading have provided for the 
interaction of visual and non-visual information. 
Bidirectional Processing 
The models discussed above all postulate that information flow is 
a sequential process. However, not all theorists would agree with 
this position. Some theorists believe that information flows in both 
directions. They cite studies which show higher-level processes affect-
ing lower-level ones. For example, researchers have found that 
subjects are able to identify the second word in a pair of words more 
quickly if the two words are semantically related. Thus, "butter" 
would be identified more quickly when it is part of the pair "bread--
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butter" than when it is part of the pair "nurse--butter." It seems 
that somehow the process of perceiving the first word allows the second 
word to be processed more quickly if the two words are semantically 
related. This describes a case where semantic level processes modify 
word level processes (Rumelhart 1977). 
Masson and Sala (1978) reported that their research had led them 
to believe that "reading and recognition are interactive processes, 
involving conceptually-driven and data-driven operations. The inter-
action of operations may be either automatic or controlled" (Masson & 
Sala 1978, p. 244). They used concepts from both the interactive and 
resource-limited models, but did not develop a comprehensive model. 
However, at least two theorists did attempt to develop theoretical 
models based on an interactive flow of information, and their models 
will be discussed next. 
Rumelhart. The interactive model proposed by Rumelhart (1977) 
states that the results of processing must flow in both directions to 
explain the results of studies showing that obtaining information at 
one level of processing is partly determined by higher levels of 
analysis. 
Rumelhart's (1977) model assumes that the graphic stimuli are 
stored in a visual information store. Critical features are then 
extracted and fed into a pattern synthesizer. The pattern synthesizer 
integrates the sensory information with knowledge sources--orthographic 
(spelling patterns), lexical, syntactic, semantic, and contextual 
knowledge--and then produces the most probable interpretation of the 
graphic input. Hypotheses concerning the actual content of the printed 
material are generated at every level simultaneously. The processes 
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are parallel and interacting with information flowing in both direc-
tions. When a new hypothesis is generated, resources are allocated to 
the appropriate knowledge source based upon their momentary evaluations. 
If contextual and/or semantic knowledge is strong, efforts can be 
focused on generating hypotheses at these levels and passing the 
information down to lower levels. When little semantic and/or con-
textual information exists, more effort can be allocated to generating 
hypotheses based more directly on the graphic input. When some 
criterion is obtained, a hypothesis can be accepted and further 
processing stopped while resources are allocated to other critical 
areas. 
Presumably, skilled efficient readers are able to be flexible in 
processing--with information flowing in both directions and hypotheses 
being generated at all levels as described above. Poor readers may 
rely excessively on one level of processing to the partial exclusion 
of other levels, resulting in slower and less efficient reading. 
McClelland. McClelland (1979) has argued that it is not necessary 
for each component to finish processing its input before sending the 
results of its own processing to the next level. He cites reaction 
time studies where the subject determines if a string of letters is a 
word or a nonword which demonstrated a trade-off between speed and 
accuracy to support his hypothesis. 
In McClelland's (1979) "cascade model" of information processing, 
the components of an information processing system operate continuously 
and pass information from one stage to the next as it becomes availa-
ble. This type of relationship has been termed parallel-contingent; 
the processing at the central level (e.g., comprehension) is contingent 
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on the results at the peripheral level (e.g., letter or word identifi-
cation) and is occurring at the same time. The processing at any one 
time at any one level is proceeding on partial and incomplete 
processing from the preceding level and is passing the results of its 
own incomplete processing to the next level. 
A beginning or poor reader, or a reader who is rushed may just 
barely and partially complete lower-level skills such as word recogni-
tion, leaving higher-level skills such as comprehension and memory only 
partial and incomplete. A skilled reader may quickly, easily, and 
fully complete lower-level skills, leaving ample time to complete 
comprehension processes fully and accurately. 
Stanovich. The models presented above have generally assumed that 
poor readers focus more on lower-level information such as letter or 
word recognition to the exclusion of higher-level factors such as 
semantic or contextual information. However, some studies have shown 
that poor readers rely more on contextual (higher-level) information. 
Allington and Strange (1977), for example, changed one letter of a word 
in a sentence to form a different word which made the sentence 
anomalous. For instance, "He leaned too far over . " became "He 
leaned too fan over . II The study was done to discover if subjects 
would read the actual printed word (e.g., "fan") or the word which 
would make the sentence meaningful (e.g., "far"). Results showed that 
good readers read the actual word more often than poor readers, indi-
cating a greater reliance on lower-level graphic information. 
Stanovich (1980) has proposed an interactive-compensatory model 
of reading which he believes explains how good readers are sometimes 
shown to rely more on lower-level information. His model is very 
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similar to Rumelhart's (1977) model, but Stanovich (1980) explicitly 
specifies a compensatory mechanism. The compensatory hypothesis states 
that a process at any level can compensate for a deficiency at any 
other level. This leaves open the possibility that a poor reader with 
poor lower-level skills such as word recognition may actually rely more 
on higher-level factors such as the use of context to facilitate compre-
hension. Similarly, a good reader who ordinarily focuses attention on 
higher-level processes when reading may rely more on graphic factors 
when reading difficult or unfamiliar materials. Stanovich has 
conceptualized his model as "a limited-capacity model with interactive-
compensatory processing at the word level" (Stanovich 1980, p. 58). 
He states that good readers use context more effectively to monitor 
comprehension and are superior at context-free word recognition. Poor 
readers, according to this model, are less efficient at context-free 
word recognition and therefore use context to aid word recognition. 
This use of context to facilitate word recognition is of course 
purchased at a cost to the poor reader, namely, his attentional 
capacity is used for word recognition and thus less capacity is 
available for comprehension. 
Individual Differences in Prose Comprehension 
Why should some readers exhibit the necessary skills to be 
accurate and efficient readers while others fail to do so? Many 
studies have attempted to answer this question by looking at individual 
differences in reading ability. 
These studies examining reading ability differences have generally 
looked at differences in various component skills. Several skills 
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contribute to the reading process and many studies have attempted to 
systematically evaluate the contribution of each of these skills. Some 
researchers have attempted to study the role of lower-level skills 
involved in reading. Lower-level skills include such processes as 
naming an individual word, retrieving the meaning of that individual 
word, and holding the word and its meaning in short-term memory to be 
combined with the next word and its meaning. These skills are fairly 
dependent on the actual printed word. Other researchers have focused 
on higher-level skills involved in reading. Higher-level skills 
include such processes as integrating the previously-read sentence 
with the sentence currently being read and abstracting the theme of a 
passage. Some researchers have also studied even higher-level control 
mechanisms involved in reading. These higher-level control processes 
include such skills as knowing what is important to know, actively 
controlling attention to focus on the more important material, and 
monitoring the success of these strategies. 
The studies concerning individual differences in prose compre-
hension reported here can generally be divided into three basic areas. 
Some studies have investigated how good and poor readers differ in the 
performance of specific lower-level skills. Differences in ability 
have been reported in the following two areas: verbal coding speed 
and short-term memory. A second group of studies has examined indi-
vidual differences in higher-level skills. Two higher-level skills 
which have received perhaps the most attention are sentence organiza-
tional processes and the processes of text organization. Other studies 
have focusecl on the differences in higher-level control and 
monitoring (metacomprehension) skills demonstrated by good and poor 
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readers. These studies have tended to be of three types. Some studies 
have focused on differences due to the internal structure of the text 
and the ability to know what is important. Others have examined the 
ability to act on this information and actively control attentional 
processes. A third group of studies has looked at how successfully 
these strategies are monitored. 
Lower-Level Skills 
Verbal Coding Speed. Verbal coding speed refers to the amount of 
time it takes a reader to retrieve the name of the word being read and 
its associated semantic properties. This, of course, is a very impor-
tant skill for accurate and efficient reading. It is typically examined 
by measuring the length of time it takes to name a single word. 
Verbal coding speed appears to be an important source of individual 
differences in prose comprehension. Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975) 
showed that less-skilled readers take longer than skilled readers to 
decode a single printed word. Perfetti and Lesgold (1977) report that 
less-skilled readers take longer to make simple semantic judgments 
about words, even when the time required to name the word is subtracted 
out. Therefore, not only are less-skilled readers slower at naming 
single words, they are also slower at accessing basic information 
about those words. This slower access of simple semantic information 
is true even when we allow for the extra time it takes the less-skilled 
reader to name the word. These studies suggest that the speed of 
verbal coding makes an important contribution to individual differences 
in reading comprehension. 
The more automatically words are decoded, the less monitoring is 
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involved and thus, more of working memory is available for other 
processes. Since working memory is limited, the more skilled reader 
who is able to decode quickly and automatically has a definite 
advantage. In summary, Perfetti and Lesgold (1979) state, "There is 
evidence that general verbal coding facility is substantially corre-
lated with reading achievement." 
However, speed of verbal coding is not the only component 
contributing to individual differences in reading comprehension. Some 
researchers have trained poor readers to read a list of words as 
rapidly as good readers. The subjects then read a passage containing 
the practiced words. While the decoding training increased the decod-
ing speed of single words, it did not improve comprehension performance 
(Fleisher, Jenkins, & Pany 1978). Curtis (1980) also examined verbal 
coding speed. She reported that older and better readers engaged in 
more rapid verbal coding. However, as verbal coding speed increased, 
comprehension skill became a more important predictor of reading skill. 
These results suggest that while rapid verbal coding is necessary for 
good comprehension, it is not sufficient. 
Short-Term Memory. Once readers have an individual word and its 
meaning in memory, to comprehend prose they must then hold this infor-
mation while assimilating additional words and their meanings. Thus, 
individual differences in short-term memory are a second possible 
source of individual differences in prose comprehension. 
It seems likely that the size of short-term memory is not an 
important source of individual differences in prose comprehension. The 
size of short-term memory is typically measured by having the subject 
memorize a list of words or numbers and noting the maximal number 
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which can be recited back to the examiner. Perfetti and Lesgold (1977) 
report that short-term memory size, per se, does not appear to change 
between five years and adulthood. 
A second possible source of individual differences concerns the 
functional short-term memory capacity. Short-term memory capacity has 
typically been examined by interrupting processing and measuring how 
many units are currently being held in short-term memory. Thus, func-
tional capacity refers not to how much can possibly be retained in 
short-term memory, but how much is actually or typically retained there. 
Several studies have supported the hypothesis that functional 
short-term memory capacity is an important source of individual dif-
ferences in prose comprehension. Perfetti and Goldman (1976) showed 
that both high- and low-skilled readers remember more of the sentence 
they are currently reading than of the previous sentence, but high-
skilled readers remember significantly more from the prior sentence 
than less-skilled readers. This implies that encoding and immediate 
organizational processes are important processes and that effective 
short-term memory capacity is a source of individual differences, 
This hypothesis was supported by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) who 
reported ability differences in working memory capacity. Their college-
age subjects read aloud a series of sentences and then recalled the 
final word of each sentence, a task involving fairly heavy processing 
and storage demands. The number of final words recalled correlated 
with three measures of reading comprehension, including verbal SAT 
scores. 
Goldman, Hogaboam, Bell, and Perfetti (1980) speculate that the 
demands of word recognition over longer or more difficult segments of 
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text produce an overload in working memory even within a sentence that 
is currently being read. Therefore, poorer readers who may be experi-
encing difficulty with word recognition may overload their working 
memory to such an extent that they can not even make sense of the very 
sentence they are reading at the time. 
The studies cited above show that the functional capacity of 
short-term memory is an important source of individual differences. 
It is easy to see that this component of processing is highly related 
to the component noted above, speed of verbal coding. For example, 
readers who are slower at verbal coding processes take longer to get 
the required information into short-term memory. Thus, more of their 
limited resources are used for word identification, resulting in a 
smaller functional short-term memory capacity and fewer resources 
available for other higher-level skills. 
Higher-Level Skills 
One higher-level skill which has been investigated is the use of 
clause and sentence boundaries and syntax to facilitate within-sentence 
and inter-sentence organization. A second higher-level skill which has 
been examined is the process of text organization. 
Sentence Organization. Cromer (1970) described four models which 
have been proposed to account for reading difficulties. The defect 
model assumes that some nonfunction or dysfunction (e.g., visual 
impairment) must be corrected before the individual can learn to read. 
The deficit model proposes that some function or ability is absent 
(e.g., vocabulary skills) which must be added before adequate reading 
is possible. The disruption model assumes that some function (e.g., 
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hyperactivity) is interfering with proper learning. Finally, the dif-
ference model assumes that the responses of the reader are not wrong or 
"sick," but different from the pattern of responses necessary for 
adequate reading. 
Cromer (1970) compared poor readers fitting the difference model 
who read word-by-word, and poor readers fitting the deficit group, with 
inadequate vocabulary skills, with each other and to good readers. He 
found that the difference readers, but not the deficit readers, 
comprehended as well as good readers when the text was presented in 
organized phrases. This suggests that at least one group of poor 
readers has difficulty comprehending due to troubles in organizing 
reading input. The poor readers did not seem to be using clause and 
sentence boundaries effectively to facilitate comprehension. 
One method that has been frequently used to study sensitivity to 
sentence organization is the cloze technique. In the cloze task, the 
subject is required to fill in missing blanks within a sentence or 
paragraph. The subject must make use of grammatical and syntactic 
cues, as well as using semantic and contextual cues, to fill in the 
appropriate word. 
Guthrie (1973) used a cloze technique which involved picking the 
correct missing word from three alternatives. His subjects were normal 
young readers (~ = 7.4 years), normal older readers (M = 10.1 years), 
and older "disabled" readers who were attending a remediation program 
(M = 10.0 years). He found that the disabled readers were inferior to 
both normal groups on the cloze test and the young readers were 
inferior to the older normal readers. 
Neville and Pugh (1976/1977) compared fifth-grade subjects on 
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three cloze tests. One cloze task was the regular reading cloze test. 
The second task was a cloze listening task and the third task was a 
restricted cloze reading task where the full context was not available. 
The authors found that the poor readers performed at the same level on 
all three tasks while the good readers performed significantly better 
on the first task. These results suggest that poor readers are not 
making full use of sentence organizational processes. 
However, not all studies have found ability differences in 
sentence organizational processes. Perfetti and Goldman (1976) used a 
probe discourse procedure, where a subject reads discourse which is 
unpredictably interrupted with a memory probe. The probe is a word 
that occurred recently in the discourse. The task of the subject is 
to produce the word that had followed the probe word in the discourse. 
The experimenters manipulated the number of words between the target 
word and the probe and the structure of the discourse intervening 
between the target and the probe. The researchers reported no differ-
ences due to ability using this procedure. Thus, they concluded that 
sensitivity to sentence organization is not an important contributor to 
individual differences in prose comprehension. 
In conclusion, some researchers have reported individual differ-
ences in sensitivity to sentence organization, while other researchers 
have not found these individual differences. 
Text Organization. Curtis (1980) assessed verbal coding skills 
and listening comprehension ability in skilled and less-skilled readers 
in second, third, and fifth grades. She found that younger and less-
skilled readers differed from older skilled readers on both tasks. 
However, as verbal coding speed increased, comprehension skill became 
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the more important predictor of reading skill. These results suggest 
that text organizational factors are important factors in individual 
differences in prose comprehension. 
There have been at least two literature reviews reviewing the 
contribution of text organizational factors to individual differences 
in prose comprehension. Golinkoff (1975/1976) reviewed the literature 
concerning differences between good and poor readers in performance of 
lower-level and higher-level skills. She used the term "good reader" 
to define a reader who was a good comprehender (proficient in compre-
hension). The skills of reading comprehension were divided into three 
sub skills: 
1. Decoding--the ability to recognize the printed word. 
2. Lexical access--the ability to obtain the meaning of the 
printed word. 
3. Text organization--the ability to extract meaning from 
phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. 
She concluded that poor comprehenders make more decoding errors 
and take more time to decode than good comprehenders. There were 
essentially no differences in lexical access. Good comprehenders read 
in larger units and attempted to gain meaning from what they read; poor 
readers read in smaller units and seemed to be more concerned with word 
identification. Thus, she concluded that there are significant 
individual differences in text organizational processes. 
Perfetti and Lesgold (1977) also reviewed the literature concern-
ing individual differences in text organization. They discussed a 
study by Berger (1975, reported in Perfetti & Lesgold 1977). This 
study investigated how children of low and high ability recall a 
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passage and answer literal and inferential questions about it. The 
hypothesis was that if there are ability differences in text organiza-
tion, then only recall should show large ability differences since 
answering literal questions should require little use of overall text 
organization. However, the results showed large differences for both 
types of tests. Perfetti and Lesgold (1977) suggested that sensitivity 
to text organization processes does not appear to be an important 
source of individual differences. 
In summary, it can be seen that there is no consensus regarding the 
importance of higher-level skills. Some studies suggest that these 
are important contributors to individual differences, while other 
studies report theoppositeconclusion. Still other studies suggest 
that higher-level skills may contribute to individual differences only 
when there are not significant differences in lower-level skills. 
Metacognition 
A third possible source of individual differences in prose compre-
hension has focused on differences in metacognition. It is important 
to differentiate between cognition and metacognition. Cognition refers 
to cognitive processes such as memory, attention, learning, language, 
and reading. It includes the strategies engaged in to complete these 
activities. Metacognition, on the other hand, refers to the active 
monitoring and controlling of these processes, usually to obtain some 
concrete goal (Flavell 1976). For example, the ability to recall 
previously learned information is a cognitive skill; however, the 
ability to distinguish between what is known but can not be retrieved 
at the time and what is not known at all is a metacognitive skill. 
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Brown and DeLoache (1978) suggest that there are several basic 
metacognitive skills. They list the following: 
predicting the consequences of an action or event, 
checking the results of one's own actions (did it work?), 
monitoring one's ongoing activity (how am I doing?), 
reality testing (does this make sense?), and a variety of 
other behaviors for coordinating and controlling deliberate 
attempts to learn and solve problems (pp. 14-15, italics in 
original). 
They suggest that important areas of research concerning metacognitive 
skills include the tasks of extracting the main idea, visual scanning, 
and retrieval processes. 
Metacomprehension 
Metacognitive skills are quite important in reading comprehension. 
Reading researchers refer to the application of metacognitive skills 
to aid comprehension in reading as metacomprehension. 
Ann Brown (1980) lists a number of active metacomprehension 
strategies used by readers. 
Under the heading reading strategies we incorporate any delib-
erate planful control of activities that give birth to 
comprehension. These activities include: (a) clarifying the 
purposes of reading, that is, understanding the task demands, 
both explicit and implicit, (b) identifying the aspects of a 
message that are important, (c) allocating attention so that 
concentration can be focused on the major content area rather 
than trivia, (d) monitoring ongoing activities to determine 
whether comprehension is occurring, (d) engaging in review and 
self-interrogation to determine whether goals are being achieved, 
(f) taking corrective action when failures in comprehension are 
detected, and (g) recovering from disruptions and distractions--
and many more deliberate, planful activities which render 
reading an efficient information gathering activity (p. 4). 
Thus, by utilizing the processes listed above, the reader con-
sciously controls the process of comprehension by evaluating his or her 
progress and regulating his or her reading to best attain the desired 
goal. 
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Studies of metacomprehension have focused on several skills. The 
metacomprehension skill which has received the most attention is the 
identification of important material. This skill has been studied in 
at least three ways. One method used is to check recall of the prose 
material to see if the most important material is best recalled. Using 
this procedure, researchers can determine if subjects are sensitive to 
the internal semantic structure of prose. A second method is to impose 
a purpose or goal upon readers, so that certain information becomes 
more important for that particular goal. Researchers can then deter-
mine if readers are responsive to externally-imposed goals. A third 
method is to directly check comprehension by asking the subject to 
identify important material. This underscores more the "deliberate 
plan for control" suggested by Brown (1980) and the active monitoring 
noted by Flavell (1976). Studies using all three of these methods have 
been reported as studies of metacomprehension skills. Some controversy 
exists as to whether the more "automatic" skills, such as exhibiting 
better recall of important information, can really be termed metacompre-
hension skills. In fact, Brown and Smiley (1977h) showed that some 
young subjects can actually best recall the most important information 
without being able to directly and consciously point out the most 
important information. Nevertheless, this writer has (somewhat 
arbitrarily) decided to include all these studies under a discussion of 
metacomprehension skills, but to break the studies into three 
categories. The first category will include studies which focus 
primarily on sensitivity to the internal semantic structure of prose. 
The second category will include studies which examine the ability to 
actively control attention for more effective comprehension. The final 
l 
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category will include studies which focus on the ability not only to 
control attention but to exhibit awareness of strategy utilization. 
Sensitivity to Semantic Structure. This line of research has 
examined the comprehension of thematic material. Thematic material 
can be defined as the information or topic identified as the focal 
concept of a passage, about which the greatest amount of information is 
given. 
Brown and Smiley (1977b) divided prose passages into idea units 
which were rated in terms of their importance to the theme of the pas-
sage. They found that subjects of all age groups, third-grade, fifth-
grade, seventh-grade, and college-age students, recalled the idea 
units rated as being most important best. Idea units rated as being 
least important were only infrequently recalled. 
Eamon (1978/1979) used college-age readers as subjects. He found 
that better readers were able to recall information related to the 
topic better than non-topical information. Poor readers did not show 
this differential recall. Eamon (1978/1979) postulated that good 
readers evaluate information in a passage with respect to its relevance 
to the main topic and then process this information at the expense of 
unrelated information while poor readers make less of a distinction. 
Christie and Schumacher (1975) used subjects as young as five 
years old. Materials were presented verbally. Even the youngest 
subjects recalled significantly more relevant idea units than idea units 
irrelevant to the theme of the passage. 
Smiley, Oakley, Worthen, Campione, and Brown (1977) used a similar 
technique to examine recall of prose material by good and poor seventh-
grade readers. They found that, for both reading and listening 
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conditions, the good readers recalled particular units as a function 
of the unit's structural importance. The recall of poor readers was 
not as clearly related to differences in structural importance. 
Thus, it seems that even quite young readers are somewhat sensi-
tive to the semantic structure of prose. In a general way, even the 
youngest readers recalled more thematic than non-thematic statements. 
However, studies which have looked more closely at several levels of 
importance have found that better readers are more sensitive to the 
semantic structure of prose. 
Control of Attention. The group of studies to be described here 
has focused on the ability to actively control attention. These 
studies examine the ability to engage in effective processing once the 
most important material has been identified. 
Brown and Smiley (1977a) gave readers extra study time. They 
demonstrated that mature readers increased their recall of material 
rated as important significantly more than their recall of material 
rated as less important. Fifth-grade readers did not show this pattern 
of results. Thus, it seems that older readers are better able to 
actively control their attention and thus benefit from extra study 
time. 
Sanders (1973) investigated retention of information when questions 
concerning the text were presented either before the material was read 
or after it was read. He found that better undergraduate readers per-
formed significantly better than poor undergraduate readers when the 
questions were presented prior to reading the passage. However, there 
was no difference between the performance of the two groups when the 
questions were not known prior to reading the material. These results 
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suggest that better readers were somehow better able to take advantage 
of the question's presence before reading the material. 
Pichert and Anderson (1977) suggested that one important strategy 
used by readers is the imposition of structure on a text. They hypothe-
sized that structure is not an invariant property of text, but that it 
depends upon the structure the reader imposes on the text or the 
perspective the reader takes. Their subjects all read a story about 
two boys playing hooky from school and visiting one of the boy's home. 
One group of subjects was instructed to read the story from the per-
spective of a potential homebuyer. Another group was instructed to 
read from the perspective of a burglar. The third group was given no 
special perspective. They found that subjects given a specific 
perspective were better able to learn information important to that 
perspective than information which was not important to that perspec-
tive. In this study, for example, subjects who read the story from 
the perspective of a homebuyer were more likely to learn that the 
house had a leaky roof, while subjects reading from a burglar 
perspective were more likely to learn that the house contained a color 
television set. This same pattern held for recall of the information 
one week later. The authors concluded that the significance of an 
idea in terms of a given perspective determined whether the idea would 
be learned and later recalled. It was suggested that high-level 
schemata, or imposed structure, provide the framework for comprehension 
(Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz 1977; Pichert & Anderson 1977). 
Grabe and Prentice (1979) looked at the impact of ability on 
imposing structure or taking a perspective for sixth-grade subjects. 
They found that good readers, defined by higher vocabulary scores, 
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instructed to read from a certain perspective recalled significantly 
more information related to the given perspective when compared to good 
readers simply instructed to read carefully. The recall of information 
related to the given perspective occurred at the expense of recall of 
perspective-unrelated information. Poor readers did not differentially 
process perspective-related and unrelated information to a significant 
degree. 
Grabe (1980) asked one group of subjects to read a story from a 
certain perspective and to highlight information important to that 
perspective. The control subjects were not given a special perspec-
tive, but were told to read carefully and highlight important 
information. All subjects later recalled as much information as 
possible. Grabe (1980) found that both fourth and sixth-grade subjects 
were able to take a perspective, as measured by the ability to high-
light important information and recall that information later. 
However, once an idea had been identified by both good and poor readers 
as important, good readers (defined by higher vocabulary scores) were 
still more likely to recall the item. 
A final study to be included in this category involved children 
from grades two, five, and eight as subjects. Miller and Weiss (1981) 
gave their subjects an incidental learning task. Certain objects were 
to be remembered and others were not. The children were also asked to 
predict their recall of incidental objects and asked about the 
strategies they used. The researchers found that the largest increase 
in selective attention and understanding of attention came between 
grades two and five. Memory for important material increases from 
grades two to eight, while memory for incidental material is constant 
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from grade two to five and then decreases from grades five to eight 
(i.e., processing becomes more selective and efficient as the propor-
tion of recalled items that are central is highest at grade eight). 
John Flavell (1978), an important writer on the topic of metacog-
nition, comments that children may not be efficient at metacognition 
for three reasons. First, they are novices at many tasks. Secondly, 
children may not realize that such helpful "almost universally 
applicable" (p. 98) metacognitive skills exist. Finally, in addition 
to the lack of experience noted above, maturational factors also 
constrain the ability to use metacognitive skills. 
Awareness of Strategy Utilization. The group of studies to be 
described here has focused on the narrower definition of metacompre-
hension skills as those skills which demonstrate direct awareness of 
comprehension strategies. Some of these studies attempt to examine the 
ability of the reader to monitor the ongoing comprehension processes. 
Other studies included in this category do not directly examine the 
ability to monitor comprehension, but seem to fit best into this group 
of studies since they point out difficulties which may arise when 
comprehension is not effectively monitored. 
The study by Grabe (1980), described earlier, showed that subjects 
as young as fourth-grade were able to identify which information was 
most important to a given perspective. This was demonstrated by their 
ability to highlight the information most important to that particular 
perspective. Although these subjects were able to identify the most 
important information, it should be noted that the poor readers were 
still less likely to recall the important items. The poor readers seem 
to have the ability to get off to a good start by demonstrating which 
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information is important to a certain perspective, but then may not be 
able to follow through with improved recall. Perhaps the poor readers 
do not effectively monitor their preparation for retention and realize 
that they have identified the important materials and thus do not 
exhibit an efficient pattern of recall. 
DiVesta, Hayward, and Orlando (1979) used high school sophomores, 
juniors and seniors as subjects in one experiment and sixth-grade, 
seventh-grade, and eighth-grade students as subjects in a second experi-
ment. The authors developed two sets of cloze tests (Taylor 1953): 
one cloze test required the reader to check subsequent segments of the 
passage to fill in the missing blanks while the other cloze test 
required the reader to refer back to earlier parts of the passage to 
complete the missing words. The researchers reported that the cloze 
test scores were highly correlated with traditional comprehension 
measures. For both groups, however, the differences in the cloze text 
scores between using prior text and using subsequent text decreased 
with increases in reading ability. In other words, higher-ability 
readers were much better than readers of lower ability at filling in 
the required words on cloze tests which necessitated scanning subse-
quent text. Poor readers are hindered when they must monitor their 
comprehension and seek additional subsequent information to understand 
the present context. Again we see that poor readers have difficulty 
monitoring their comprehension which then results in less efficient 
reading strategies and poorer comprehension. 
Markman (1979) used third-grade and fifth-grade subjects in her 
study. She investigated children's awareness of their own comprehension 
failure when they were presented with inconsistent information. The 
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inconsistent information was either stated explicitly or implicitly. 
Explicit contradictions were directly stated (e.g., "Fish must have 
light in order to see. There is absolutely no light at the bottom of 
the ocean ... Some fish that live at the bottom of the ocean can see 
. "). Implicit contradictions were always implied, but never 
directly stated (e.g., "Fish must have light in order to see. There 
is absolutely no light at the bottom of the ocean. Some fish that 
live at the bottom of the ocean know their food by its color ..• "). 
Children were more likely to notice explicit, as compared to implicit, 
contradictions. However, even the oldest subjects judged many of the 
essays to be comprehensible even when they contained obvious contra-
dictions. A second study, which required subjects to repeat the 
inconsistencies (to assure that the two inconsistent propositions were 
concurrently available in working memory), failed to show improved 
results. Sixth-grade subjects, but not third-grade subjects, 
significantly improved their performance after being warned about the 
existence of a problem in each essay. Markman concluded that children 
must encode and store the information, draw the relevant inferences, 
retrieve and maintain the propositions in working memory, and compare 
them to notice inconsistencies. She further commented that children in 
the third to sixth grade to not spontaneously carry out those processes, 
although some are capable of doing so. 
A study by Harris, Kruithof, Terwogt, and Visser (1981) assessed 
children's awareness of textual anomaly. Their subjects read passages 
containing two target lines. One line was appropriate and one line was 
anomalous in relation to previously read information. Both eight-year 
and eleven-year-old subjects read the anomalous line more slowly than 
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the appropriate line. The older subjects were more likely to pick out 
the anomalous line when questioned about the possible presence of a 
line that did not fit in. The authors summarized that "an age change 
in comprehension monitoring ... need not be contingent upon a 
parallel age change in constructive processing as indexed by modulation 
of reading rate" (p. 212). 
In the Brown and Smiley (1977b) study described above, the 
researchers also had their young subjects rate units of a prose passage 
in terms of its importance t~ the structure and theme of a passage. 
They found that third and fifth-grade subjects were unable to differ-
entiate items in terms of their relative importance to the theme of the 
text, while seventh-grade and college subjects showed no such diffi-
culty. Thus, conscious realization of which material is important or 
relevant--a metacognitive skill--appears to develop with age. Never-
theless, it should be noted that all subjects were able to display 
sensitivity to the semantic structure of prose and recall best the more 
important material. 
In summary, then, studies have shown that highly skilled readers 
differ from poorer readers in several ways. First, good readers have 
faster and more accurate verbal coding. Second, they have a larger 
functional short-term memory capacity. Third, higher-level skills such 
as sentence organizational and text organizational processes may 
contribute to individual differences. However, there is really no 
consensus on that at this time. Finally, good readers have superior 
metacomprehension skills as demonstrated by their somewhat greater 
sensitivity to the semantic structure of prose, their ability to control 
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attention, and their ability to exhibit awareness of successful strategy 
utilization. 
Prose Comprehension in the Elderly 
Recently a great deal of research has focused attention on adult 
age cognitive differences. One area that is currently under investi-
gation is adult age differences in comprehension of prose. 
The study of prose comprehension in the elderly is a fairly new 
area of research. As is often the case, much of the early research was 
focused on showing that there, in fact, were adult age differences in 
prose recall. 
The earliest procedures to study prose comprehension in the 
elderly measured total free recall and/or recognition. Gordon and 
Clark (1974) had young and old subjects read a paragraph aloud. 
Subjects then recalled the paragraph and answered recognition questions. 
Recall and recognition were also tested one week later. The researchers 
reported that young subjects recalled more "units of conceptual infor-
mation" (or phrases containing one idea unit) at both retention 
intervals. The age difference was larger for delayed recall, with 
young subjects, again recalling significantly more information than 
older subjects. The elderly also had a lower recognition score at 
both intervals. The authors argue for the existence of a storage 
deficit in the elderly, presumably causing the significantly lower 
scores for the elderly after a one-week interval. Of course, it is not 
known if the acquisition processes in both age groups were similar. 
Taub (1976) required his young and old subjects to read a selec-
tion of prose and then complete a multiple-choice comprehension test. 
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He reported age-related deficits in responses to the multiple-choice 
questions. This study further reported no differences in comprehension 
for either age group between subjects who read silently and subjects 
who read aloud. 
Taub and Kline (1978) compared young and old subjects in three 
conditions: reading a selection of prose aloud four times, reading a 
selection of prose silently four times, and reading a prose selection 
silently with review allowed. The results were consistent with 
previous observations that young subjects recall more than the elderly 
in all input conditions. Both age groups used more time reading in the 
review-allowed condition. The review-allowed condition also produced 
significantly better recall. 
Taub (1979) looked at the effect of vocabulary level upon memory 
and comprehension of prose. Multiple-choice questions were presented 
simultaneously with the prose materials to measure comprehension. 
Memory was assessed by having subjects answer questions after the pas-
sage had been read and removed from sight. Taub (1979) found that the 
differences in comprehension and memory between young and old age 
groups decreased with increasing levels of vocabulary skill. At the 
highest level of vocabulary, in fact, there were no age-related differ-
ences in performance. Since comprehension and memory were both lower 
in the elderly, the author suggests that inadequate acquisition is one 
major factor underlying age-related differences in retention of 
meaningful prose. 
Once it had been established that there were adult age differences 
in prose comprehension, researchers began to try specifying the sources 
of the differences. Some of the areas which have been proposed and 
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explored as potential sources of differences are the same four areas 
which were discussed previously as sources of individual differences 
in prose comprehension. 
Lower-Level Skills 
Verbal Coding Speed. Several studies have shown that the elderly 
have slower verbal coding processes. Thomas, Fozard, and Waugh (1977) 
showed that the elderly are slower than younger adults at naming words. 
Waugh, Thomas, and Fozard (1978) reported that older subjects take 
longer to read a word, recall a verbal item just attended to, and 
recall recent verbal information outside the span of attention. 
Some authors have attributed these age changes to the slowing of 
behavior that comes with age (Birren, Woods, & Williams 1980; Cerella, 
Poon, & Williams 1980; Cunningham 1980). Waugh and Barr (1980) have 
commented that "most age-related memory impairments described in the 
technical literature can plausibly be accounted for in terms of reduced 
speed of mental operations. It takes the older subject longer to 
attend to, perceive, register, and recall" (p. 258). 
Researchers have searched for the cause(s) of the reduced speed 
of mental operations in the elderly. One popular hypothesis currently 
concerning the reason for the age change in speed has been called the 
Birren Hypothesis (Salthouse 1980). Birren (1970; 1974) has suggested 
that the age-related loss of speed is a reflection of a fundamental 
change in nervous-system activity. He believes that the slowing 
affects every event in the nervous system, not merely peripheral 
processes. Cerella, Poon, and Williams (1980) reviewed reaction-time 
studies and found that more complex tasks resulted in greater 
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performance deficits for older subjects. Their analysis showed a 
slight slowing for the elderly on sensori-motor tasks and a more severe 
slowing for more complex tasks involving mental transformation. They 
concluded that "the distinguishing factor seems to be the significant 
involvement of central as opposed to primarily peripheral processes" 
(p. 339), which supports the Birren Hypothesis. 
The behavioral-slowing hypothesis does not contradict and is 
consistent with other research which has focused on adult age differ-
ences in prose comprehension. The hypothesis is, however, somewhat 
controversial. Hartley, Harker, and Walsh (1980) reported that they 
believe it is an unproductive research hypothesis and that some predic-
tions made by the theory were not borne out in actual research. Poon 
and Fozard (1978) reported that studies of naming latency (the time 
required to name a picture of an object) need to take the familiarity 
of the pictured object into account, since familiarity was the major 
determinant of the time required to retrieve the name in their study. 
They also found no adult age differences in the speed of naming common 
contemporary objects. Thus the behavioral-slowing hypothesis has been 
used to explain the slower speed of verbal coding, although it is not 
a universally accepted hypothesis. 
Short-Term Memory. Adult age differences in short-term memory 
have also been implicated in differences in prose comprehension. 
Anders, Fozard, and Lillyquist (1972) reported that retrieval time 
from short-term memory became longer with increasing age. They con-
cluded that this was due to increased time necessary to search through 
memory contexts and to initiate the search and/or generate the response. 
Salthouse and Samberg (1982) noted that older adults have a 
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greater increase in reaction time than younger adult subjects when the 
comparison set had four items instead of one. This suggests a diffi-
culty in short-term memory due to slower encoding and memory scanning 
in the elderly. 
Salthouse (1980) has postulated that "older adults may have less 
efficient rehearsal processes than younger adults because they require 
more time for each rehearsal, and thus can complete fewer rehearsals in 
a given period of time than can the younger individuals" (p. 53). 
To summarize the literature reviewing adult age differences in 
lower-level skills, it appears that the elderly have a smaller func-
tional short-term memory capacity which has slower access than younger 
adults. 
Higher-Level Skills 
No studies could be located which addressed the importance of 
higher-level skills in the elderly. Many studies with elderly subjects 
have focused on lower-level skills, which seem to be important sources 
of adult age differences. Only recently have studies of adult age 
differences in metacomprehension skills made made. Research involving 
such techniques as the cloze task and probe discourse procedure are 
needed to investigate adult age differences in higher-level skills. 
Metacomprehension 
Sensitivity to Semantic Structure. Cohen (1979) measured age dif-
ferences in prose comprehension by checking the recall of summary 
statements (sentences which summarize the theme of a passage) from a 
prose passage. She reported that older subjects recalled fewer total 
propositions and fewer summary propositions than young adults. Cohen 
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(1979) concluded that this deficit in comprehension was due to a 
limitation in processing capacity in the elderly. 
The notion of a limited processing capacity has been supported by 
several other studies which suggest that the elderly are more at a dis-
advantage than the young when the demands of the task become more 
difficult. Rebok, Hall, Smith, and Smith (1979), for example, found 
that elderly subjects had significantly poorer recall than young sub-
jects when stories were presented in an interleaved condition (two 
simultaneous episodes were presented continuously interwoven). No such 
deficit was found when the stories were presented in the standard-order 
condition (one episode followed another). The elderly were at a 
disadvantage when the stories were interwoven since more processing 
resources had to be used simply to keep the two episodes straight and 
make sense of them. Consistent with the age-related deficit in 
processing capacity, the elderly then had fewer resources left to use 
in aiding recall of the stories. The authors also found that the 
elderly subjects made significantly more additions and distortions when 
recalling the stardard-order stories. 
Cohen (1981) tested the ability of his young and old subjects to 
recall explicit and implicit inferences. She discovered that the 
elderly are at a disadvantage when inferences must be drawn from text, 
"so that comprehension is restricted to explicitly stated information" 
for the elderly (Cohen 1981, p. 59). These results can also be 
attributed to an age-related reduction in processing capacity, since 
drawing implicit inferences would definitely require more processing 
resources than simply recalling explicit inferences. To recall 
explicitly stated information, the reader must hold the information 
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in memory and then recall it. However, to recall implicit inferences, 
the reader must retain at least two items of information in memory, 
draw the inference, and then recall the inference. This requires the 
allocation of more processing resources first to retain the material 
and second to draw the inference. 
These early studies examining age differences in prose comprehen-
sion did not take into account which information was recalled, however. 
Thus, the elderly may have had lower overall recall while remembering 
important or thematic information at the same level as younger subjects. 
Meyer and Rice (1981) studied the sensitivity of younger and older 
adults to the semantic structure of prose. They divided the idea units 
of a passage into three levels of importance. Old, middle-aged, and 
young subjects read the passage and then filled in a partially-completed 
outline and answered questions about both important and less important 
information. They found no differences among the age groups in overall 
recall. All three age groups demonstrated best recall of the main 
ideas or the gist of the text. Nonetheless, the young subjects did 
tend to be somewhat more sensitive to the semantic structure of the 
text. The young subjects exhibited the typical "levels effects" by 
recalling more high-level information than lower-level information. 
The middle and older groups did not recall high-level information 
significantly better than low-level information. The authors attrib-
uted these findings to t.he effects of current schooling practices for 
the youngest subjects and not to organizational or comprehension 
deficits in the elderly. They suggested that the youngest subjects 
were particularly practiced in paying special attention to the author's 
message (necessary for school purposes), while older subjects are free 
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to focus on specific details that interest them. Subsequent interviews 
showed that the younger subjects reported more current use of outlin-
ing, more familiarity with classroom tests, and conscious use of 
organizational strategies. 
Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) found that young subjects 
recalled more propositions from a prose passage than did elderly sub-
jects. Both young and old subjects recalled significantly more 
information at the highest levels of importance, but younger subjects 
recalled reliably more information than older subjects at the lower 
levels of importance. The authors concluded that older adults remember 
less prose information overall than younger adults due to quantitative 
and not primarily qualitative differences. This result supports the 
work of Meyer and Rice (1981) by showing that both young and old sub-
jects demonstrate best recall of the most important material, although 
the pattern of recall was different in the two studies. 
It is interesting to examine more closely the results reported in 
the above two studies. Both studies suggested that the young and old 
subjects recall best the most important material. However, Gilewski, 
Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) reported that the elderly had lower total 
recall scores, implying that the elderly efficiently and purposely 
concentrated their processing resources on reading and remembering the 
more important material. The elderly subjects in Meyer and Rice's 
(1981) study did not ·demonstrate lower total recall. The pattern of 
results reported there suggests that the elderly do not exhibit a great 
deal of control over which information is focused upon and remembered. 
Elderly subjects in their study did demonstrate best recall of the most 
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important information, but this was not significantly different from 
their recall of lower-level information. 
Dixon, Simon,Nowak, and Hultsch (1982) had young, middle-aged, and 
old subjects read newspaper articles. Their results showed that the 
younger adults remembered more material under both immediate and one-
week delay conditions. The researchers also noted that age-related 
differences in recall performance were greater for more important 
material. The latter result is contrary to the results reported by 
Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) and may be due to the level of 
difficulty of the material used by Dixon, Simon, Nowak, and Hultsch 
(1982). Their material may have been written at a more difficult level 
since their elderly subjects recalled less than 50 percent of the most 
important information. The authors postulated that the difficulty in 
recall experienced by the elderly subjects was related to organiza-
tional factors. 
A recent study by Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and Chabot (1983) 
presented narrative passages to young and old adults from high and low 
education populations. Their subjects listened to a tape-recorded 
story and then attempted to orally recall the story. The authors 
reported that young adults remember more than older adults, but that 
all subjects favored the main ideas in their recalls. The researchers 
suggested that sensitivity to the semantic structure of prose may not 
play a large role in adult age differences, but that those observed 
differences may reflect a decline in processing capacity in the 
elderly. However, it should be noted that these subjects listened to 
tape-recorded stories and were thus less able to control their use of 
processing time. 
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In summary, the results of these studies have not been entirely 
consistent. Some studies seem to show that the elderly are sensitive 
to the semantic structure of prose, while other studies suggest that 
the elderly are less sensitive to semantic structure and thus less able 
to recall important material. Although more research is needed here, 
perhaps the elderly display sensitivity to semantic structure only when 
the passage is fairly easy. 
Control of Attention. Several studies, described above, have 
investigated sensitivity to semantic structure in the elderly. However, 
to my knowledge, there are no studies which directly examine the ability 
of the elderly to control attention for a specific purpose. Several 
studies are needed here which would designate certain information as 
being important for a particular goal. The investigators could then 
examine whether the elderly show the same recall and reading time 
patterns as young subjects. 
Awareness of Strategy Utilization. The studies included in this 
category have not involved prose materials. These studies have 
utilized various memory tasks and have tended to focus directly on the 
ability to monitor memory. Although the studies have produced mixed 
results, they do provide an indication of the memory mcmitoring, and 
perhaps comprehension monitoring, processes in the elderly. 
Bruce, Coyne and Botwinick (1982) reported that both young and old 
adult subjects made similar predictions in the number of words they 
could recall, while they differed in the number they actually could 
recall. They noted that increased age was associated with overestima-
tion and concluded that accurate memory knowledge declines with age. 
Murphy, Sanders, Gabriesheski, and Schmitt (1981) also asked their 
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young and old adult subjects to estimate their memory span. However, 
when their subjects were then required to recall the lists, they found 
no age differences in accuracy of span prediction. 
Other studies have focused on the ability of the elderly to 
monitor the contents of their memory. Lachman, Lachman, and Thronesbery 
(1979) asked their young and old adult subjects questions about the 
real world which required factual answers. For each unanswered 
question, the experimenters then asked each subject to rate how confi-
dent they were that they could pick the right answer from a multiple-
choice response set. They found no age differences and raised the 
possibility that metamemory sensitivity may even increase with age. 
Finally, a study by Perlmutter (1978) asked subjects to monitor 
the contents of their memories to predict the number of words they 
would recall. No significant age differences were noted and she con-
cluded that memory monitoring does not decline with age. 
It is difficult to reconcile the results of these studies. 
However, the majority of them seem to suggest that memory monitoring 
does not decline with age. It is also difficult to predict how this 
might affect comprehension, but one might guess that comprehension 
monitoring might also be unaffected by aging since it seems very 
probable that the same skills which are used for memory monitoring 
would also be important in monitoring comprehension of prose. 
In summary, most of the evidence points to the importance of adult 
age differences in the lower-level skills such as verbal coding and 
effective use of functional short-term memory. Apparently no research 
has been done investigating the role of higher-level skills in adult 
age differences in prose memory. More research is also needed to 
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examine adult age differences in metacomprehension skills. The research 
which has been done presents mixed evidence for adult age differences. 
Statement of the Problem 
The study of adult age differences in prose comprehension is 
currently receiving much attention. This review has attempted to 
briefly summarize some of the research within three potential sources 
of individual differences: verbal coding speed, short-term memory, 
use of sentence and text organization, and metacomprehension skills, 
including sensitivity to semantic structure, ability to control atten-
tion, and awareness of strategy utilization. The focus of the present 
study will be to examine adult age differences in metacomprehension 
skills, both as sensitivity to the semantic structure of prose and as 
flexibility in responding to an externally-imposed reading goal. Only 
a few studies have examined these skills in the elderly and they have 
produced mixed results. 
One major problem with this research on prose comprehension had 
been that the experimenters have not taken any measures of concurrent 
processing activity. The inferences about comprehension have been made 
solely on the basis of recall data, which confounds encoding and 
retrieval processes. One possible measure of concurrent processing 
activity is the amount of time taken to read a segment of the text. 
If younger adults spend more time reading important material and less 
time viewing less important information and older adults fail to 
imitate that pattern, we may suspect some type of deficit in the 
elderly which prevents them from identifying and attending to the 
important material. Using reading time should allow us to tentatively 
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assess whether recall of important material is determined by encoding 
or retrieval processes, or both. 
Goal-Directed Reading Technique 
There is one technique that can be used to assess sensitivity to 
importance levels of information which also allows a concurrent assess-
ment of processing activity to be taken. This method can be called the 
goal-directed reading technique. In this method of research, recall 
is investigated after imposing a goal on readers. This externally-
imposed goal may include the identification of thematic material 
(Brown & Smiley 1977b) or reading a story from certain given perspec-
tive (Anderson & Pichert 1978; Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz 
1977; Grabe 1980; Pichert & Anderson 1977). The latter group of 
studies have shown that when readers are instructed to read from a 
certain perspective (e.g., "Read the story from the perspective of a 
potential homebuyer," Pichert & Anderson 1977, p. 310), they recall 
that information which is related to that perspective. 
Another goal-directed reading technique involves presenting 
questions before reading a passage. Sanders (1973) investigated 
retention of information when questions concerning the text were pre-
sented either before the material was read or after it was read. He 
found that better undergraduate readers performed significantly better 
than poor undergraduate readers when the questions were presented prior 
to reading the passage. However, there was no difference between the 
performance of the two groups when the questions were not known prior 
to reading the material. These results suggest that better readers 
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were somehow better able to take advantage of the questions' presence 
before reading the material. 
Reading Time Methodology 
One possible explanation for the results obtained by Sanders (1973) 
is that better readers spent more time reading the material which con-
tained the answers to previously-memorized questions. By spending more 
time reading the important information, readers could presumably engage 
in better or "deeper" (Craik & Lockhart 1972) processing. 
Geiselman (1977) was one of the early researchers to measure 
inspection time for prose material. Subjects who were told to place 
special emphasis on remembering certain parts of the material read the 
material more slowly than control subjects who were not given special 
instructions. Even though the experimental group spent more time 
reading all parts of the material, an increase in recall occurred only 
for those parts which the readers were told to specifically emphasize. 
Graesser, Hoffman, and Clark (1980) were also interested in read-
ing time when special instructions were given. They investigated how 
reading time is allocated to higher-level and lower-level processes 
when specific instructions were given. The authors examined three 
microstructure components of reading time (i.e., components correspond-
ing to subprocesses within sentences). These components included the 
time allocated to process the average word of approximately five 
letters, how syntactically predictable the words in each sentence were, 
and how many propositions (one predicate plus one or more arguments) 
were contained in each sentence. Three macrostructure components of 
reading time were also examined (i.e., components corresponding to 
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processes which interrelate sentences and organize the passage as a 
whole). These components included the number of new argument nouns in 
a sentence, the familiarity of the topic, and the genre of the passage. 
These components were examined by collecting reading times for 
sentences in passages. One group of undergraduate subjects in their 
experiment was told to be prepared to answer essay questions after 
reading the text, while another group was told to prepare for a 
multiple-choice test. The researchers reported that the two different 
reading goals influenced the amount of time spent on higher-level 
processes such as interrelating sentences and organizing the passage as 
a whole. However, the different reading goals did not produce any 
differences in the amount of time spent on lower-level processes such 
as word recognition. The authors suggest that "functionally separate 
reading skills may be involved in microstructure versus macrostructure 
processing" (p. 135). 
A second study (Cirilo & Foss 1980) also studied the components of 
reading time. The authors asked their undergraduate students to read 
two sets of stories. In the first set, the hierarchical level of a 
sentence was varied across stories while the serial position was held 
constant. In the second set of stories, the serial position varied 
while the hierarchical level remained constant. Cirilo and Foss (1980) 
reported that high-level sentences (more important to the theme of the 
story) took longer to read than low-level sentences (less important to 
the story's theme) and early-occurring sentences took longer than late-
occurring ones. This pattern of results supports the hypothesis that 
readers are sensitive to the structure of a story as they read it. It 
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also clearly displays that "there is more to understanding a text than 
the understanding of its sentences" (Cirilo & Foss 1980, p. 108). 
Rothkopf and Billington (1979) were among the first researchers to 
report that viewing time varies within a passage. Their subjects were 
asked to memorize five learning goals (questions presented prior to 
viewing a passage) or ten learning goals. They discovered that para-
graphs containing goal-relevant sentences (i.e., the answers to the 
previously-memorized questions) received over twice as many eye 
fixations as paragraphs containing no goal-relevant sentences. They 
also reported that goal-processing time and goal achievement (number 
of questions answered correctly) were positively related, although they 
remarked that we can not know how the additional time viewing the 
goal-relevant paragraphs was spent. That extra time may possibly have 
been simply time-consuming and bear little relationship to the observed 
gains in reading. 
Grabe (1981) measured inspection times in a study which defined 
important information as the material related to a given perspective. 
His subjects were directed to read a passage from a given perspective 
or to read the passage carefully. He reported that instructions to 
read from a given perspective did not produce variable inspection 
speeds within the text, nor did a general purpose in reading. 
A second part of this study required one group of subjects to 
memorize questions and to be prepared to answer them after reading a 
story. The control group was instructed to read carefully. Results 
showed that the former group of subjects spent significantly more time 
viewing goal-relevant material, while control subjects did not exhibit ,i Ii 
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variable inspection speeds. In both cases, information from the text 
related to the goal in reading was more likely to be retained. 
A study by Grabe and Doeling (1981) showed that both good and poor 
readers, defined by scores on a vocabulary test, spent more time view-
ing paragraphs containing goal-relevant material than paragraphs 
containing no goal-relevant information. This viewing pattern 
displayed by all readers did not lead to better retention of the 
relevant material for everyone, however. While good readers recalled 
the relevant information significantly better than the irrelevant 
information, the poor readers did not show this pattern to a signifi-
cant degree. In other words, the poor readers did not recall relevant 
information significantly better than irrelevant material. 
The purpose of this study is to examine metacomprehension skills 
as a possible source of age differences in prose comprehension. One 
important type of metacomprehension skill allows the reader to direct 
their reading so the most important information receives the most view-
ing time and is most easily recalled. 
Goal-directed reading research provides us with one method to 
examine this skill. Although this technique has been used with both 
children and college students, very little research on metacomprehension 
in the. elderly has been done. Thus, this first experiment will use the 
goal-directed reading technique to examine reading comprehension in the 
elderly. Their recall performance on questions which were memorized 
prior to reading the text and their performance on questions not 
received until after reading the prose material will be compared to the 
recall of young subjects. Reading times for paragraphs both relevant 
and irrelevant to the assigned questions will also be recorded. This 
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important measure of concurrent processing activity has been virtually 
unexplored in the literature on prose comprehension in the elderly and 
represents a significant advance in this area of research. By looking 
at the reading time data, we will be able to get an idea if the older 
subjects are able to identify the important material and are spending 
more time reading that material. 
It is hypothesized that the recall scores of the elderly will be 
lower overall. It is also hypothesized that both younger and older age 
groups will better recall the goal-relevant information. However, 
since the elderly have already presumably acquired the necessary meta-
comprehension skills to be adaptive, flexible readers, a three-way age 
by treatment by relevance interaction is not predicted. 
It is further hypothesized that the young subjects will read 
faster in general than the elderly. It is also predicted that both 
younger and older groups will spend significantly more time viewing 
goal-relevant material. Again, however, no age by treatment by rele-
vance interaction is expected in the reading time data since children 
as young as the fourth grade have been shown to spend more time reading 
relevant material. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENT I 
Method 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study were 24 college-age students and 24 
elderly residents of the local community. The college subjects were 
undergraduate volunteers from introductory psychology classes who 
received extra credit toward their final grades for their participation. 
The older subjects were recruited from senior citizens groups in the 
community and were offered $5.00 for their participation. See Table 1 
for a description of the two subject groups. 
Age 
Group 
Young 
Old 
TABLE 1 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF SUBJECTS 
Verbal Ability Age Years of Education 
Class Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range 
Low 12.9 10-16 18.9 17-23 13.1 12.3-15.3 
High 23.8 17-35 21.4 18-27 13.7 12.3-17.3 
Low 20.4 5-28 69.7 61-77 14.2 6.0-18.0 
High 31.5 29-36 74.0 66-86 18.7 14.0-25.0 
Number of 
Subjects 
12 
12 
12 
12 
All subjects rated their health as being from good to excellent 
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and all indicated that they had no physical illness or difficulty that 
might impair their concentration during the experiment. The older sub-
jects were given a quick visual screening. All older subjects had 20/50 
vision or better. Older subjects were also given a reading question-
naire to ensure that they were all currently engaged in some reading. 
The results of the questionnaire showed that all elderly subjects were 
engaged in some reading every week and thought good reading skills were 
important. Subjects of higher verbal ability tended to spend more time 
reading and to enjoy it slightly more than elderly subjects of lower 
verbal ability. See Table 2 for a description of the results. The 
questionnaire is presented in Appendix A. 
Within each age group, the subjects were classified into high and 
low verbal ability groups by using a median split within each age group 
on scores from the second half of the vocabulary subtest of theWeschler 
Adult Intelligence Scale (Weschler 1955). The median score for the 
college-age subjects was 16.5 and the median score for the elderly 
subjects was 28.5 
Materials 
Two passages were selected for use in this experiment. The first 
passage dealt with parakeets as pets, and had previously been employed 
by Meyer (1975) and Meyer and Rice (1981) in their research. The pas-
sage had 492 words and was of a 9-10 grade reading difficulty (Dale-
Chall score= 9-10). Dale-Chall (1948) scores were estimated by using 
a computer program described by Schuyler (1982). 
The second passage used in the experiment was about the action of 
nicotine in cigarettes. The passage was adopted from an article which 
appeared in Science 81. It had 493 words and was of 11-12 grade read-
ing difficulty (Dale-Chall score= 11-12). 
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TABLE 2 
READING ACTIVITIES AND OPINIONS OF ELDERLY SUBJECTS (IN PERCENTAGES) 
:verbal 
Ability 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
1. Leisure 
0 1 
8% 
2. Type of 
Classics 
25% 
67% 
Question 
hours per week spent reading. 
2-3 4-5 More than 5 
33% 25% 33% 
8% 8% 83% 
reading. 
Novels Mysteries Romances 
17% 42% 8% 
50% 25% 
Job-Related 
25% 
Textbooks 
33% 25% 
Magazines 
100% 
92% 
3. Reading at work per week. 
Not employed/Retired O 1-2 3-4 5-10 More than 10 
100% 
92% 8% 
4. How much reading enjoyed. 
5. 
6. 
Not at all 2 3 
25% 
How important are good 
Not at all important 2 
4 
17% 
8% 
Very Much 
50% 
92% 
reading skills. 
3 4 Very Important 
8% 92% 
100% 
"Reading" on list of hobbies. 
Bottom of list 4 3 2 Top of list 
8% 8% 58% 25% 
8% 8% 42% 42% 
I 
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Both stories were divided into five segments based on paragraph 
structure. The final four segments from each passage were designated 
as critical segments. Two questions which required specific answers 
were constructed for each critical segment. The first segment from 
each story was viewed as an introductory paragraph and no data were 
collected from those segments. Segments were presented one block at a 
time on a PDP-11/34 computer screen. The two passages used and the 
associated questions are recorded in Appendix B. 
Procedure 
In the question-cued treatment condition, the subjects were 
required to memorize and then recite four questions prior to reading the 
passage. The questions were taken from two randomly selected critical 
segments. The segments which contained the assigned questions were 
labelled as relevant segments. The other two critical segments were 
labelled as irrelevant segments. The subjects were not required to 
repeat the questions exactly, but were expected to preserve the meaning 
of the question. If the subject's paraphrase did not preserve the mean-
ing of the question, or the subject was unable to recite all four 
questions, the subject was required to review the questions and recite 
them again. 
Immediately after reciting the assigned questions, the subjects 
were asked to read the story in such a way that they could answer the 
questions. Subjects were allowed to read at their own rate by pushing 
the space bar on the computer's keyboard to move from segment to seg-
ment, but were not told that their reading rate for each segment was 
being timed. The length of time the reader spent viewing each segment 
was timed by the computer to an accuracy of one-tenth of a second. 
Immediately after reading the passage, the subjects were asked to 
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recite the assigned questions. This was done to help ensure that they 
did attend to the questions and possibly were using them to guide their 
reading. 
Subjects were then given the assigned (relevant) questions in 
written form and asked to write the answers. After answering the 
questions, the subjects were then told that the experimenter was also 
interested in what else was learned while they were reading. They were 
then given the nonassigned (irrelevant) questions in written form and 
asked to write the answers. 
Each subject also participated in a control condition. In this 
condition, subjects were told to read carefully at a normal comfortable 
rate and to be prepared to answer questions after reading the passage. 
After reading the passage, the subjects were asked to write the 
answers to eight questions presented in the same order as the questions 
were presented in the question-cued condition. By pairing subjects, 
the eight control questions were given the relevant and irrelevant 
labels assigned in the question-cued condition for the other member of 
the pair. While this does leave open the question of order effects, 
it does not seem practical to ask some subjects in the question-cued 
condition to recite and answer assigned questions after answering non-
assigned irrelevant questions. Treatment order, passage order, assign-
ment of passage to treatment, and assignment of questions as relevant 
and irrelevant were counterbalanced across subjects. 
Results 
Recall Scores 
Dependent Variables. Recall scores are expressed as the number 
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of correctly answered questions for each subject in each treatment by 
relevance condition. There was a possibility of four correct answers. 
Statistical Analyses. An analysis of variance was performed on 
the recall data. Factors were age (young or old), verbal ability (high 
or low), treatment (question-cued or control), and relevance (relevant 
or irrelevant) in a 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 mixed design analysis of variance. 
Between-subject factors were age and verbal ability. Within-subject 
factors were relevance and treatment. 
The recall results were also analyzed with the dependent variable 
being the proportion of correctly answered questions in each treatment 
by relevance condition. In the question-cued treatment/relevant condi-
tion, the number of questions correctly recalled and answered was 
divided by the number of questions recalled prior to writing answers. 
This procedure was used to analyze for differences due to the fact that 
some subjects were able to recite all four questions and thus definitely 
had all four questions available in working memory, while other sub-
jects were not able to recall all four questions. The younger subjects 
recalled more questions than the elderly subjects (M = 3.9 vs. M = 
3.5). However, the significant results of this analysis were identical 
to the results obtained using raw recall scores as the dependent 
variable. These results are presented in Appendix C. 
A third analysis was done using the arc sine transformation on the 
proportional recall scores. The significant results were identical to 
the results obtained using raw recall scores as the dependent variable 
and will not be reported here. 
In the analysis of variance performed on the recall data (see 
Table 3), age, F (1, 44) = 9.95, E_ < .003 and relevance, F (1, 44) = 
1 I ' i! 
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13.02, .E__:':_ .002 provided significant main effects in recall scores. 
The younger adults recalled significantly more information(~= 2.66) 
than the older adults (~ = 2.16) and material which was designated as 
relevant was recalled more frequently than irrelevant material (M = 
2.67 vs. M = 2.15). 
Age Ability 
Low 
Young 
High 
Low 
Old 
High 
TABLE 3 
MEAN RECALL SCORES 
Question-Cued 
Relevant Irrelevant 
2.83 1.83 
3.33 2.00 
1.83 1.33 
3.00 1. 75 
Control 
Relevant Irrelevant 
3.33 2.67 
2.67 2.58 
2.08 2.17 
2.25 2.83 
The treatment by relevance interaction was also significant, F (1, 
44) 12.00, E. _::_ .001. The Newman-Kuels test was used to compare all 
means in the analyses of interactions. Relevant questions were 
answered more correctly than irrelevant questions in the question-cued 
treatment condition(~= 2.75 vs.~= 1.73), but not in the control 
condition(~= 2.58 vs.~= 2.56). Ability further modified the rele-
vance by treatment interaction to form a significant three-way 
interaction,!_ (1, 44) = 3.52, .E__:':_ .02 (see Table 4). 
For both the low and high verbal ability subjects, the recall of 
relevant information was significantly better than the recall of irrele-
vant information in the question-cued condition(~= 2.33 vs. M = 1.58 
l 
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for low verbal ability subjects,!:!= 3.17 vs.~= 1.88 for high verbal 
ability subjects). Both low and high verbal ability subjects recalled 
equal amounts of relevant and irrelevant information in the control 
condition (M = 2.71 and M = 2.42 for the low verbal ability subjects, 
M = 2.46 and M = 2.71 for the high verbal ability subjects). However, 
the high verbal ability subjects recalled significantly more informa-
tion in the relevant question-cued condition than in the "relevant" 
control condition (M = 3.12 vs.~= 2.46) while low verbal ability 
subjects recalled equal amounts of information in the relevant condi-
tion of both the treatment and control conditions (M = 2. 33 vs. M = 
2.71). The critical age by treatment by relevance interaction was not 
significant. See Appendix D for the results of the analysis of 
variance. 
Ability 
Low 
High 
Reading Times 
TABLE 4 
MEAN RECALL SCORES BY ABILITY 
Question-Cued 
Relevant 
2.33 
3.17 
Irrelevant 
1.58 
1.88 
Control 
Relevant 
2.71 
2.46 
Irrelevant 
2.42 
2. 71 
Dependent Variable. The recorded viewing time of each subject for 
each treatment by relevance condition was used in the analysis of 
reading times. 
Statistical Analysis. An analysis of variance was performed on 
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the data. Factors were age (young or old), verbal ability (high or 
low), treatment (question-cued or control), and relevance (relevant or 
irrelevant) in a 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 mixed design analysis of variance. 
Between-subject factors were age and verbal ability. Within-subject 
factors were relevance and treatment. 
These results were also analyzed based on the standardization of 
inspection times of each subject for each segment. The standardization 
of reading times was done to help control for the different lengths and 
difficulty levels of the various segments. The reading times for each 
segment were standardized across all subjects and treatments. This 
analysis produced significant results identical to those obtained using 
raw reading times and so will not be reported here. 
A third analysis was done using the log transformation of the 
latency data. The significant results were again identical to those 
obtained using raw reading times and will not be reported. 
The analysis of variance performed on the reading time data 
yielded the following significant main effects: age,!_ (1, 44) = 18.06, 
.E...'.:: .001 and relevance,!_ (1, 44) = 6.38, .E_ _::: .02. The elderly sub-
jects read slower than the younger subjects, and relevant segments were 
read more slowly than irrelevant segments. The treatment by relevance 
interaction was also significant,!_ (1, 44) = 3.98, .E_ _::: .05. Relevant 
segments were read more slowly than irrelevant segments in the question-
cued condition(,!:!= 46.9 vs. M = 41.5) but not in the control condition 
(~ = 45.7 vs.~= 45.2). The critical age by treatment by relevance 
interaction was again not significant here. The means for this 
analysis are reported in Table 5. See Appendix E for the results of 
the analysis of variance on the reading time data. 
I 
Age Ability 
Low 
Young 
High 
Low 
Young 
High 
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TABLE 5 
MEAN READING TIME SCORES 
Question-Cued 
Relevant 
39.9 
35.6 
60.9 
51.1 
Irrelevant 
35.7 
29.1 
58.2 
43.2 
Discussion 
Control 
Relevant 
36.6 
33.9 
57.6 
54.8 
Irrelevant 
36.3 
36.7 
58.8 
49.1 
The results of the analysis of variance showed that the younger 
subjects recalled significantly more information overall than the older 
subjects. Both the young and old subjects recalled the goal-relevant 
information significantly better than irrelevant information. Age did 
not modify the treatment by relevance interaction, suggesting that the 
elderly have the necessary metacomprehension skills to best recall the 
goal-relevant information. This supports the hypothesis that meta-
comprehension skills are not an important source of adult age 
differences in comprehension of prose. This result is consistent with 
other studies which suggest that memory monitoring skills do not 
decline in the aged (Lachman, Lachman, & Thronesbery 1979; Murphy, 
Sanders, Gabriesheski, & Schmitt 1981; Perlmutter 1978). 
The treatment by relevance interaction in the recall data was 
further modified by ability. High-ability subjects, both young and 
old, are somewhat more flexible and efficient in their processing of 
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prose material. This interaction of ability with treatment and rele-
vance suggests that this task is sensitive to individual differences 
and thus further supports the reported results of no adult age 
differences. 
These results agree with other studies which have shown that more 
skilled readers have superior metacomprehension skills (Brown & Smiley 
1977a; 1977b; Eamon 1978/1979; Grabe 1980; Grabe & Prentice 1979; 
Sanders 1973). 
The reading time data revealed that the old subjects read more 
slowly overall than the young subjects. All subjects read the relevant 
material more slowly than the irrelevant material. The relevant 
material in the treatment condition was read more slowly than the 
irrelevant information, while the relevant and irrelevant material in 
the control condition was read at equal rates. Again, no age by treat-
ment by relevance interaction was supported. Both age groups were 
equally able to identify the important information and spent more time 
reading that information. 
When important material is defined as the information which 
answers questions memorized before reading a passage, both young and 
old subjects recall best the goal-relevant information and spend most 
time reading that material. In the above experiment, which information 
is relevant was defined externally by the experimenter. There is, 
however, another way to define relevant information in prose. In the 
more typical situation relevance is defined internally by the semantic 
structure of the prose. Relevance can be internally defined by identi-
fying various levels of importance of the idea units within a passage. 
Several recent experiments have attempted to measure this type of 
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prose comprehension in the elderly. Meyer and Rice (1981) demonstrated 
that both young and old subjects showed superior recall of the main 
ideas. Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) also showed that young 
and old subjects recalled significantly more information at the highest 
levels of importance. Finally, Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and Chabot 
(1983) showed that both young and old subjects favored the main ideas 
in their recalls. 
It should be noted that these researchers have made inferences 
about prose comprehension based only on recall data, with no measure 
of concurrent processing activity. The purpose of this second experi-
ment, then, will be to examine prose comprehension and recall in the 
elderly as a function of the importance of the idea units in the story. 
The method used in Experiment 2 will be similar to the method used by 
Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and Chabot (1983). In addition, reading times 
will be collected as a measure of concurrent processing activity. The 
study of reading times will help determine if older subjects are able 
to identify the more important material and are spending more time 
reading that material. We can then get an idea if age related diffi-
culties are involved in the encoding or retrieval of this material, or 
both. 
In Experiment 2, subjects will read two passages which have been 
parsed into idea units. The passages will be displayed one idea unit 
at a time. These idea units have previously been divided into four 
levels of importance, based on the semantic structure of the text. 
After reading each story, the subjects will be asked to orally recall 
as much of the story as possible. Reading times will also be collected 
for each idea unit. 
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It is hypothesized that the recall scores of the elderly will be 
lower overall, based on the results reported by Dixon, Simon, Nowak, 
and Hultsch (1982) and Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and Chabot (1983). It is 
also hypothesized that both the younger and older age groups will best 
recall the idea units from the highest level of importance, similar to 
the results of Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) and Meyer and 
Rice (1981). 
Since older adults have been shown to have slower verbal coding 
(Thomas, Fozard, & Waugh 1977), it is further hypothesized that young 
subjects will read faster in general than the older subjects, but that 
both younger and older groups will spend significantly more time view-
ing the idea units from the highest level of importance. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Method 
Subjects 
The same 48 subjects who served as subjects for Experiment 1 were 
subjects for Experiment 2. See Table 1 for demographic data on the 
subjects. 
Materials 
Two Japanese folk tales used previously by Brown and Smiley (1977b) 
were selected for use in this experiment. The stories were of a grade 
five reading difficulty and contained 390 and 403 words. The stories 
had previously been divided into idea units by young adults. Each idea 
unit was rated for its importance to the theme of the story using afour-
point scale. On the basis of these importance ratings, the idea units 
of each story were ranked from least to most important to insure that 
the number of idea units at each of four importance levels was approxi-
mately equal (from 12 to 16) (see Brown & Smiley 1977b for details of 
technique). The resulting four sets of units, which corresponds to the 
four levels of importance, were used as the measure of ratedperformance 
against which recall was compared. The two passages are presented in 
Appendix F. 
Procedure 
All subjects were tested individually in a private experimental 
room. Subjects again read the stories from a PDP-11/34 computer screen. 
The order in which the stories were presented was completely counter-
balanced across subjects within each age group. 
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Subjects were asked to read each story carefully at a normal 
comfortable rate. They were also informed that they would be asked to 
retell each story in their own words after reading it. 
Subjects were allowed to read at their own rate by pressing the 
return button on the computer terminal. Each time the return key was 
pressed, the previous idea unit of the story would be erased and the 
following segment would be printed on the screen. 
Subjects were not told they were being timed, but the length of 
time the reader spent viewing each idea unit was timed by the computer 
to one-tenth of a second. 
After reading each story, subjects attempted to orally reproduce 
the story. Subjects were instructed to remember as much of the story 
as possible, but not to worry about the exact wording. Their recalls 
were tape recorded and transcribed for scoring purposes. 
Results 
Recall Scores 
Dependent Variable. All recall protocols were scoredblindfor the 
presence or absence of the gist of each idea unit. Thirty percent of 
the protocols of each group were randomly selected and independently 
scored blind by a second rater. This resulted in an inter-rater 
reliability of .90. Memory for each passage was expressed as the pro-
portion of idea units recalled at each of the four levels of thematic 
importance. 
Statistical Analysis. An analysis of variance was performed on 
the recall data. Factors were age (young or old), verbal ability (high 
or low), and levels of importance (1-4) in a 2 by 2 by 4 mixed design 
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analysis of variance. Between-subject factors were age and verbal 
ability. Importance level was a within-subject factor. 
Recall scores were also analyzed separately for each story. A 
similar pattern of results was obtained and those results are not 
reported here. The recall scores were further analyzed using an arc 
sine transformation. Identical results were produced and those results 
are not reported here. 
The analysis of variance performed on the recall data produced the 
following significant main effects: age,£ (1, 44) = 11.48, .E. 2 .002, 
ability,! (1, 44) = 5.91, .E. 2 .02, and importance, F (1, 132) = 1.94, 
.E.-2. .001. Young subjects recalled more overall (M = .66) than older 
subjects (!! = .58) and high verbal ability subjects recalled more (!! = 
.65) than low verbal ability subjects (!! = .59). More important infor-
mation was recalled significantly more frequently than less important 
information (Level 1 > Level 2 > Level 3 > Level 4). The means for 
this analysis are reported in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
MEAN PROPORTIONAL RECALL SCORES 
Level of Importance 
Age Ability 1 2 3 4 
Low .92 .68 .51 .so 
Young 
High .90 .70 .56 .53 
Low .85 .51 .41 .35 
Old 
High .93 .65 .51 .43 !'i I , 
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The age by importance interaction was also significant, F (1, 132) 
5.53, E_ _::: .002. Young and old subjects recalled equal amounts of the 
most important information(!!= .91 vs.!!= .89), but younger subjects 
recalled more information at the other three levels of information(!!= 
.69 vs. M = .58 at Level 2, !! = .54 vs. M = .46 at Level 3, and!!= 
.52 vs. M = .39 at Level 4). The means for this analysis are reported 
in Table 7. No other interactions were significant. See Appendix G 
for the results of the analysis of variance on the recall data. 
Age 
Young 
Old 
Reading Times 
TABLE 7 
MEAN PROPORTIONAL RECALL SCORES BY AGE 
1 
.91 
.89 
Level of Importance 
2 
.69 
.58 
3 
.54 
.40 
4 
.52 
.39 
Dependent Variable. The median recorded viewing time of each 
subject for each of the four levels of thematic importance was used in 
the analysis of reading times. 
Statistical Analysis. An analysis of variance was performed on 
the reading time data. Factors were age (young or old), verbal ability 
(high or low), and levels of importance (1-4) in a 2 by 2 by 4 mixed 
design analysis of variance. Between-subject factors were age and 
verbal ability. Importance level was a within-subject factor. 
Reading times were also analyzed using a log transformation of the 
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latency data. Since the significant results were identical to the 
analysis using raw times, the results of the log transformation will 
not be reported. 
Reading times were further analyzed using median scores. Results 
were again identical to the mean reading time results. Reading times 
were also analyzed separately for the two stories, with identical 
results. 
Age! (1, 44) = 16.35, _£_ .::_ .001 and importance!_ (1, 132) = 53.38, 
_£_.::_ .001 produced significant main effects in the analysis of variance 
on the reading time data. Young subjects read significantly faster 
than older subjects (!!_ = 2.21 vs.!!_= 3.10). Important information was 
read more slowly than less important information (Level 1 > Level 2 > 
Level 3 > Level 4). No other effects were significant. The means for 
this analysis are reported in Table 8. See Appendix H for the results 
of the analysis of variance on the reading time data. 
TABLE 8 
MEDIAN READING TIME SCORES 
Level of Importance 
Age Ability 1 2 3 4 
Low 2.55 2.49 1.97 2.27 
Young 
High 2.36 2.25 1.82 1.99 
Low 3.62 3.47 2.88 3.12 
Old 
High 3.28 3.14 2.60 2.69 
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Discussion 
The analysis of the recall data revealed that young subjects 
recalled more overall than the elderly subjects. High verbal ability 
subjects also showed superior recall. In addition, more important 
information was recalled significantly better than less important 
information. The age by importance interaction was significant, but 
only because the recall for both age groups was equal at the highest 
level of importance with young subjects recalling more at the three 
less important levels. This pattern of results supports the results 
reported in Experiment 1 and supports the hypothesis that sensitivity 
to the semantic structure of prose is not an important source of age 
differences. Both age groups have the necessary metacomprehension 
skills to best recall the most important information. 
The reading time data showed that the old subjects read slower 
overall than the young subjects. All subjects spent significantly more 
time viewing more important information. Subjects in both age groups 
possessed the necessary skills to identify the important information 
and spent more time viewing that information. 
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CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The basic purpose of this study was to examine adult age differ-
ences in the comprehension of prose. Specifically, this study was 
designed to see if older adults are able to identify what is important 
to know--a metacomprehension skill--as well as younger adults. 
Experiments 
Experiment 1 
Recall. Earlier studies of goal-directed reading found that good 
readers recall more goal-relevant than irrelevant information, regard-
less of whether relevance is defined as the main topical information in 
a paragraph or passage, the information pertinent to a certain given 
perspective, or answers to specific questions (e.g., Brown & Smiley 
1977b; Christie & Schumacher 1975; Eamon 1978/1979; Grabe 1980; Grabe & 
Prentice 1979; Pichert & Anderson 1977; Sanders 1973). 
The results of this study suggest that this ability is present in 
older adults also. Both younger and older adults were able to recall 
more goal-relevant information. This supports the results obtained by 
Perlmutter (1978) who reported no adult age differences in metamemory 
or memory monitoring. 
Reading Times. Previous research in goal-directed reading has 
suggested that readers spend significantly more time viewing material 
designated as relevant than material which is irrelevant (Grabe 1981; 
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Rothkopf & Billington 1979). The results of this study suggest that 
this ability is present in older adults. 
In general, Experiment 1 shows that both young and old readers are 
able to identify and spend more time viewing the material designated as 
relevant and also recall more goal-relevant material. The older sub-
jects recalled less overall and required more time overall to read the 
material, yet both younger and older subjects showed the same pattern 
of results. Whether or not the extra time spent viewing the relevant 
material was causally related to the observed learning gains or simply 
additional, time.:.consuming "superstitious" processing is debatable. 
Rothkopf and Billington (1979) point out that there is a positive cor-
relation between relative processing time and goal achievements, 
although some readers in their study did not spend additional time 
reading goal-relevant material and still were able to acquire all the 
goal-relevant information. Readers overall recalled goal-relevant 
information best and spent more time viewing that material. We might 
cautiously speculate that they somehow used the extra viewing time 
profitably, although there are some individual exceptions. 
The two dependent variables used in the first experiment to 
examine goal-directed reading, reading time and recall, may both be 
thought of as indicating the presence of flexibility. The reader must 
be flexible to differentially allocate reading time to goal-relevant 
and irrelevant material and to differentially allocate processing 
resources to allow superior retention of the goal-relevant information. 
Both young and old readers appear able to engage in effective memory 
monitoring, allowing them to exhibit this flexibility. 
Looking more closely into the recall data which shows the ability 
i' 
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by treatment by relevance interaction, some interesting patterns appear. 
Subjects of both high and low verbal ability showed superior recall of 
relevant information in the question-cued treatment condition as com-
pared to their recall of irrelevant information. However, only subjects 
of high verbal ability showed superior recall of relevant information 
in the question-cued treatment condition as compared to recall of 
"relevant" information in the control condition. This suggests that 
more skilled subjects are altering their usual pattern of processing 
to take maximum advantage of knowing the questions before they read the 
material. Although this result has been reported with children as sub-
jects, this is a significant finding for adult subjects. It is 
interesting that ability differences were found on what would appear to 
be a rather elementary task. This finding suggests that the task used 
in this study is sensitive to individual differences, further support-
ing the reported results of no adult age differences. It must be 
stressed, though, that the age factor did not play a part in this 
interaction and pattern of results. 
Experiment 2 
Recall. Previous studies, similar to Experiment 2, have reported 
inconsistent results. All studies have shown that both younger and 
older subjects have best recall for more important information. Meyer 
and Rice (1981), using passages about specific contemporary topics as 
stimulus materials, reported no age differences in overall recall and 
found the largest age differences in recall for the most important 
information. Cohen (1979) also reported that the elderly recalled 
fewer summary propositions, but did not specify the type of passage 
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recalled. An experiment by Dixon, Simon, Nowak, and Hultsch (1982) 
showed greater age-related differences for more important information. 
The researchers required their subjects to read newspaper articles. 
On the other hand, Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) found 
that the elderly recall less overall, with lower recall at the lower 
levels of importance. Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and Chabot (1983) showed 
that recall declined as a function of importance for both younger and 
older readers. Experiment 1 and 2 of their study employed the same 
stimulus materials which were used in the present study. These pas-
sages were relatively easy (grade five reading difficulty). 
The results of this experiment support the results obtained by 
Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) and Petros, Tabor, Cooney, and 
Chabot (1983) in that all subjects recalled most important information 
best and age-related recall differences were smaller for the most 
important information. This is very similar to the recall pattern 
reported by Gilewski, Zelinski, and Schaie (1980) and suggests that the 
elderly engage in active, adaptive processing. At some level they may 
realize that their ability to recall has decreased and thus focus their 
efforts on remembering the most important information. 
These results also support the findings of Experiment 1 and sug-
gest that whether importance is internally or externally defined, both 
younger and older adults exhibit similar patterns of recall: the most 
important information is recalled best. These results are not 
necessarily incompatible with the results reported earlier by Cohen 
(1981), Dixon, Simo~, Nowak, and Hultsch (1982), and Meyer and Rice 
(1981). Those studies generally used what seems to be more difficult 
stimulus materials. Thus, it is very possible that when processing 
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demands are increased, older subjects may be at a definite disadvant-
age. One likely explanation for this is the existence of an age-
related decline in processing capacity. If older subjects suffer from 
a decline in processing capacity (or functional working memory capacity, 
as described by Perfetti and Lesgold 1977), then they would certainly 
exhibit greater difficulties in attending to the semantic structure 
of prose. 
Reading Times. The analysis of the reading time data in Experi-
ment 2 revealed that older subjects read significantly slower than 
younger subjects. However, all subjects were similar in spending more 
time viewing important information. This suggests that the older 
subjects were able to identify the important information and were 
spending more time attending to it. 
Prose Comprehension in the Elderly 
It appears that both younger and older readers in this study were 
able to be flexible in their reading processing. This was evidenced by 
their spending more time viewing goal-relevant than irrelevant text 
segments and recalling more goal-relevant than irrelevant information. 
These results occurred regardless of whether relevance is defined 
externally by the experimenter--as segments containing answers to 
particular questions--or internally by the semantic structure of the 
prose material. 
Gibson and Levin (1975) have described reading as an adaptive 
process, with mature readers adapting their reading processes to best 
obtain their goals. They state that readers spontaneously vary 
strategies to deal with different kinds of texts and for different 
purposes. They list five active strategies of the reader. 
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1. The mature reader exhibits flexibility of attentional 
strategies in reading for different types of information. 
2. Strategies shift with characteristics of a text such as 
difficulty of concepts and style. 
3. They shift with feedback (rate of gain of knowledge) as 
the reader progresses (e.g., he slows down under some circum-
stances, skims under others). 
4. They shift with newness or oldness of information. 
5. They shift with the reader's personal interest (he 
likes science fiction but doesn't like Jane Austen, or vice 
versa) and his educational objectives, and with instructions 
(his teacher said to prepare for a quiz on the history text) 
(Gibson & Levin 1975, p. 471). 
This study has demonstrated that readers do indeed exhibit flexi-
bility of attentional strategies (as stated in strategy number one 
above) and do shift with instruction (as stated in number five above). 
In fact, both younger and older readers appear to be able to exhibit 
flexibility not only between stories or passages, but within a single 
passage. These adaptive or flexible processes may be viewed as 
indicators of metacomprehension skills that readers use to direct their 
reading in the most effective and efficient manner possible to meet 
their goals and purposes in reading. And older readers appear equally 
able to effectively engage in this metacomprehension skill as younger 
readers. However, more skilled readers, both college-age and elderly, 
are better able to alter their usual reading pattern to engage in more 
efficient processing than less-skilled readers. 
One implication of this study, then, is that older adults do not 
show a significant decline in the ability to engage in metacomprehension 
skills. This is consistent with Perlmutter's (1978) review which 
reported no adult age differences in metamemory or memory monitoring. 
In addition, the second experiment suggests that sensitivity to the 
semantic structure of prose is not a primary source of adult age 
differences in prose memory. 
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The source of the observed age differences in overall recall and 
reading time is not clearly implicated by the results of these experi-
ments. However, the age differences would certainly be consistent with 
the hypothesis of an age-related decline in acquisition (Craik & Simon 
1980) or, more specifically, functional short-term memory (Perfetti & 
Lesgold 1977). In this study, both experiments showed that the elderly 
read slower than young subjects, so that verbal coding speed may indeed 
play an important part in age-related differences in prose comprehen-
sion. Older subjects with slower verbal coding speed would take 
longer to access words and their associated semantic properties and 
would require more of their limited attentional resources to be 
directed toward verbal coding processes. Thus, fewer resources would 
be available for other higher-level processes. However, if the same 
older subjects had effective monitoring skills, we would find the 
lower total recall accompanied by efforts to produce superior recall 
of the most important information. These are, in fact, the results 
reported by this study. 
This study has at least two important implications. First, 
researchers in the area of reading (and age-related differences in 
comprehension, in particular) need to specify exactly what goals are 
or are not being given to their subjects, what type and difficulty 
level of text is being used, and what the educational ability levels of 
subjects are. Given these constraints and requirements and the 
complicated interactive processes of memory components, we might well 
wonder if researchers will ever be able to localize and explain the 
observed age-related differences in prose comprehension. 
The second implication applies to materials which the elderly 
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might be required to read. Older readers seem to be able to pick out 
the most important information and recall that information for most 
types of prose. However, if the materials are overly difficult, then 
the elderly may be at more of a disadvantage than younger adults. This 
may be a relevant factor to consider in writing insurance policies, 
wills, legal documents, commercial advertisements geared toward the 
elderly, etc. 
Related to this is the slower reading speed of elderly readers. 
They will definitely be at a disadvantage in any situation where 
speeded reading is required. Thus, written materials geared for the 
elderly should be presented in a situation where the elderly will have 
adequate time to read and comprehend the materials. 
Poon, Fozard, and Treat (1978) have commented that it may be pos-
sible to design intervention programs for individuals with severe 
memory dysfunction. They suggest the development of assessment 
instruments and better diagnostic categories. They further suggest 
that the new diagnostic procedures must be sensitive to normal age 
changes in memory as well as more severe deficits. Finally, they 
recommend that memory remediation be tailored to individual differences 
in cognitive style and personality. They include the possibilities of 
group mnemonic training, therapy, or counseling. 
Future directions for research in this area include a systematic 
study of various metacomprehension skills and metacognitive processes. 
Many of the older subjects in this study made spontaneous comments 
about their memory. Many of them noted that they had noticed memory 
declines as they grew older. Thus, although their memory might be 
poorer overall, their memory monitoring appears to be quite accurate. 
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One possibility for systematically studying metacomprehension 
processes would have been to ask the subjects in this experiment what 
they were doing to ensure their recall of the relevant material. 
Perhaps they could be asked to estimate which information they viewed 
longer, which information would be remembered best, or which questions 
would be easier to answer. This would have allowed a more direct 
examination of the conscious control exerted in reading flexibly and 
efficiently, although this method is obviously limited in accuracy by 
the cognitive awareness and verbal self-reports of the subjects. 
Another line of research would be to examine the components of 
memory to investigate which components undergo an age-related decline. 
One possibility, in this study, would have been to follow the recall 
questions in the first experiment with recognition questions. If the 
recall and recognition results showed similar patterns within age 
groups, evidence would be provided suggesting that retrieval is not a 
major source of age differences in prose comprehension. 
Some research is beginning to be done concerning memory improve-
ment in the elderly. Poon, Walsh-Sweeney, and Fozard (1980) presented 
evidence that visual mnemonics can facilitate learning and retrieval 
in the elderly. However, Winograd and Simon (1980) argued that 
mnemonic training should be verbally, rather than visually, oriented 
since they believe spatial abilities decline more rapidly than verbal 
abilities. This obviously needs further research (Poon & Fozard 1980) 
which should lead to benefits in memory remediation for the elderly. 
ii Ii 
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APPENDIX A 
READING ACTIVITIES AND OPINIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 
READING ACTIVITIES AND OPINIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name 
-----------------
1. How many hours of leisure time per week do you spend reading? 
0 hours 
1 hour 
2-3 hours 
4-5 hours 
More than 5 hours 
2. What type of reading do you do during your leisure time? (Check 
as many as apply.) 
Classics 
Novels 
Mysteries 
---
Romances 
___ Magazines 
Newspapers 
---
Job-related reading 
Textbooks 
3. How much reading do you do at work per week? 
Not employed or retired 
---
0 hours 
1-2 hours 
4. How much do you enjoy reading? 
Not at all 
Some, but less than average 
About average 
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3-4 hours 
5-10 hours 
More than 10 hours. 
A little more than 
---
average 
Very much 
---
I 
I 
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5. How important do you think good reading skills are? 
Not at all important 
---
___ Not very important 
Somewhat important 
Fairly important 
___ Very important 
6. If you were listing your hobbies in order, where would "reading" 
be? 
Not on list 
#5 on list or lower 
114 on list 
113 on list 
#2 on list 
#1 at top of list 
I: 
APPENDIX B 
PASSAGES USED FOR EXPERIMENT 1 
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Conventional explanations of cigarette smoking have called it a 
form of psychological dependence. There is some reason to believe that 
pipe and cigar smoking reflect more a psychological need than a physi-
cal one, but the cigarette habit is extremely potent and difficult to 
give up. Adolescents who smoke more than one cigarette have only a 
15% chance of remaining nonsmokers. When, after years of smoking, 
people try to kick the habit, they suffer from physical and psycho-
logical symptoms. Some symptoms such as drowsiness and craving usually 
get worse after ten days or so. Such problems persist at least a 
month and about a fifth continue five to nine years after they quit. 
Only now, with the work of British Psychiatrist Michael Russell 
and American Psychologist Stanley Schachter, has nicotine's addictive 
nature been clarified. There is little doubt that the drug, absorbed 
in the right way, creates a state of drug dependency. Confusion on 
this point arose because smoking does not interfere with "normal" 
functioning. The subjective experience of smoking is relaxation; the 
physical impact of nicotine is actually that of stimulation. The 
physiological effect more closely resembles the influences of caffeine 
and amphetamine than narcotics. Smokers report that they need to smoke 
to focus their attention. 
Russell hypothesizes that nicotine becomes highly addictive only 
when it is inhaled. What an inhaling cigarette smoker receives from 
his habit is a series of nicotine jolts. The jolts give an ill 
defined, but generally pleasurable experience that serve as powerful 
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reinforcers for cigarette smoking. The average cigarette smoker can 
easily obtain two to three hundred jolts of nicotine each day. 
Secondly, administering nicotine in brief, concentrated jolts is the 
best way to maintain high levels in the brain. 
Nicotine addiction requires the smoker to accept a certain 
compromise, however. At the same time that the addict wants to raise 
brain levels of nicotine, he or she must guard against elevated levels 
elsewhere in the body. Nausea and wooziness are two major side effects 
of smoking. Smokers seem to be more careful to keep themselves below 
a maximum level of blood nicotine than above a minimum. But as blood 
levels of nicotine fall withdrawal sets in. Abstinent smokers complain 
of nausea, headaches, constipation and diarrhea. They gain weight. An 
inability to concentrate results in deficits in performance on tasks 
requiring vigilance or tracking. 
According to Dr. Stanley Schachter once the smoking habit is well 
established, preventing withdrawal becomes the major motivation for 
continuing it. Schachter found that chronic smokers are not made less 
irritable than other people by their habit. In one naturalistic 
experiment, subjects sat in a living room and listened to recordings 
of airplines passing overhead. When allowed to smoke at will, smokers 
responded just like nonsmokers to the roaring and screeching. But 
when they were kept from smoking or allowed to smoke only low-nicotine 
cigarettes, smokers became more irritable than nonsmokers. Experiments 
with other irritants like electric shock have produced similar 
reactions. 
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Questions 
What is the physical impact of nicotine? 
What is one drug which produces physical effects similar to 
nicotine? 
What does Schachter say is a major motivation to continue smoking? 
What happens when chronic smokers are prevented from smoking? 
How many jolts of nicotine does the average cigarette smoker 
obtain a day? 
What condition is necessary for nicotine to become addictive? 
What is a major side effect of elevated nicotine levels? 
How does the makeup of the blood change during withdrawal from 
smoking? 
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Parakeets are ideal pets for people who have limited space, time, 
and money. The lack of a yard or big house is of no problem with para-
keets as they would be with other common pets. A parakeet's cage 
takes up very little room, and when he is let out to fly even a small 
apartment provides him with sufficient space for exercise. Parakeets 
fit well into the schedule of students or working people who have to 
be away from home for long periods of the day. These amusing, little 
birds take care of themselves very well as long as water and food is 
provided for them every day. 
Once the initial expense of buying the bird and cage is made, the 
other expenses involved in keeping the bird are minimal. Parakeets 
range in price from about ten to fifteen dollars depending on their 
color. The least expensive color is the green-bodied bird with a 
yellow face. The wide variety in colors of parakeets that are availa-
ble on the market today resulted from careful breeding of light green-
bodied and yellow-faced parakeets. The light green body and yellow 
face color combination is the color of parakeets in their natural 
habitat, Australia. 
The first living parakeets were brought to Europe from Australia 
by John Gould, a naturalist, in 1840. The first color mutation 
appeared in 1872 in Belgium; these birds were completely yellow. The 
most popular color of parakeets in the United States is sky-blue. 
There are over 66 different colors of parakeets. In addition to the 
original light green-bodied and yellow-faced birds, colors of parakeets 
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include varying shades of violets, blues, grays, greens, yellows, 
whites and multi-colored variations. The choice of color is up to the 
buyer's color preference and budget; all colors make equally fine pets. 
It is relatively inexpensive to house and feed a parakeet. New 
cages may be expensive, but excellent cages can often be found for a 
few dollars at garage sales. 
Feeding a parakeet is also inexpensive. Parakeets can get their 
necessary minerals, proteins, carbohydrates, fats and vitamins 
primarily from commercially packaged bird seed and food stuff available 
in most homes. Calcium can be provided for a bird by occasional bread 
and milk feedings. A good protein supplement for your parakeet is 
provided by dry dog food. Carbohydrates and fats are plentiful in 
seed, and no supplement is necessary. 
Vitamin A is necessary for parakeets. It is easily supplied a 
bird by feedings of dark green leaves, whole milk, grated carrot and 
egg yolk. Without Vitamin A, parakeets develop severe symptoms such 
as blindness and sterility. A parakeet's owner will look forward to 
feeding his pet dandelion leaves, romaine lettuce or carrot greens. 
The birds enjoy rolling on the wet leaves and chomping on the tasty 
leaves. The bird learns to eagerly anticipate his daily green feeding. 
His behavior with greens will delight and amuse any owner and is 
certainly an inexpensive, beneficial treat for one's pet. 
Questions 
What makes a good protein supplement for parakeets? 
What nutrient is provided to parakeets by bread and milk feedings? 
How much to parakeets cost? 
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What color are parakeets in their natural habitat? 
Who brought the first parakeets to Europe? 
What is the most popular color of parakeets in the U.S.? 
Which vitamin is vital for parakeets? 
What is one symptom that may develop without this vitamin? 
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MEAN PROPORTIONAL RECALL SCORES BASED 
ON QUESTIONS RECALLED 
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TABLE 9 
MEAN PROPORTIONAL RECALL SCORES BASED ON QUESTIONS RECALLED 
Question-Cued Control 
Age Ability Relevant Irrelevant Relevant Irrelevant 
Low . 722 .458 .833 .667 
Young 
High .847 .500 .667 .646 
Low .528 .333 .521 .542 
Old 
High .799 .438 .563 .708 11 
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APPENDIX D 
EXPERIMENT 1 RECALL SCORES: ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
TABLE 10 
EXPERIMENT 1 RECALL SCORES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
Mean 
Source DF Square F-Test Significance 
Age 1 12.00 9.95 .003 
Ability 1 4.08 3.39 .07 
Age by Ability 1 4.69 3.89 .06 
Treatment 1 5.33 2.96 .09 
Age by Treatment 1 0.02 0.01 >.SO 
Ability by Treatment 1 3.52 1. 95 .17 
Age by Ability 
by Treatment 1 0.33 1.19 >.SO 
Relevance 1 13.02 12.12 .002 
Age by Relevance 1 3.00 2.79 .10 
Ability by Relevance 1 0.00 0.00 >.SO 
Age by Ability 
by Relevance 1 0.19 0.17 >.SO 
Treatment by Relevance 1 12.00 20.02 <.001 
Age by Treatment 
by Relevance 1 0.52 0.87 .36 
Ability by Treatment 
by Relevance 1 3.52 5.87 .02 
Age by Ability by 
Treatment by Relevance 1 0.08 0.14 >.SO 
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APPENDIX E 
EXPERIMENT 1 READING TIMES: ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
TABLE 11 
EXPERIMENT 1 READING TIMES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
Mean 
Source DF Square F-Test Significance 
Age 1 16,829. 18.06 <.001 
Ability 1 1,914. 2.06 .16 
Age by Ability 1 435. 0.47 .so 
Treatment 1 76. 0.26 >.SO 
Age by Treatment 1 11. 0.04 >.SO 
Ability by Treatment 1 327. 1.12 .30 
Age by Ability 
by Treatment 1 10. 0.03 >.SO 
Relevance 1 404. 6.38 .02 
Age by Relevance 1 36. 0.56 .46 
Ability by Relevance 1 96. 1.51 .23 
Age by Ability 
by Relevance 1 127. 2.00 .17 
Treatment by Relevance 1 289. 3.98 .OS 
Age by Treatment 
by Relevance 1 38. 0.52 .48 
Ability by Treatment 
by Relevance 1 11. 0.15 >.SO 
Age by Ability by 
Treatment by Relevance 1 36. 0.50 .48 
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APPENDIX F 
PASSAGES USED FOR EXPERIMENT 2 
THE DRAGON'S TEARS 
1. Far away in a strange country 
2. there lived a dragon, 
3. and the dragon's home was in a deep mountain cave. 
4. From the cave his eyes shone out like headlights. 
5. Very often, when the people living nearby 
6. were gathered in the evening by the fire, 
7. one would say, 'what a terrible dragon is living near us!" 
8. And another would agree, saying, "someone should kill him." 
9. Whenever children were told about the dragon, 
10. they were frightened. 
11. But there was one little boy who was never frightened. 
12. All the neighbors said, "Isn't he a funny little boy?" 
13. When it was almost time for this funny little boy's birthday, 
14. His mother asked him, "Whom would you like to invite for your 
birthday party?" 
15. Then that little boy said, "Mother, I would like to ask the 
dragon." 
16. His mother was very much surprised and asked, "Are you joking?" 
17. "No," said the little boy very seriously, 
18. "I mean what I say; 
19. I want to invite the dragon." 
20. And, sure enough, 
21. on the day before his birthday, 
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22. the little boy stole quietly out of his house. 
23. He walked and he walked and he walked 
24. till he reached the mountain where the dragon lived. 
25. "Hello, hello, Mr. Dragon." 
26. the little boy called down the valey in his loudest voice. 
27. "What's the matter? 
28. Who's calling me?" 
29. rumbled the dragon 
30. coming out of his cave. 
31. Then the little boy said, "Tomorrow is my birthday 
32. and there will be lots of good things to eat, 
33. so please come to my party. 
34. I came all the way to invite you." 
35. At first the dragon couldn't believe his ears 
36. and kept roaring at the boy. 
37. But the boy wasn't frightened at all 
38. and kept saying, "Please, Mr. Dragon, please come to my party." 
39. Finally the dragon understood that the boy meant what he said 
40. and was actually asking him, 
41. a dragon, 
42. to his birthday party. 
43. Then the dragon stopped roaring and began to cry. 
44. "What a happy thing to happen to me," the dragon sobbed. 
45. "I never had a kind invitation from anyone before." 
46. The dragon's tears flowed and flowed 
47. until at last they became a river. 
48. Then the dragon said, 
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49. "Come, climb on my back and I'll give you a ride home." 
50. The boy climbed bravely onto the back of the ferocious dragon 
51. and away the dragon went, 
52. swimming down the river of his own tears. 
53. But as he went, 
54. by some magic 
55. his body changed its size and shape. 
56. And suddenly--
57. what do you know!--
58. The little boy was sailing bravely down the river toward home 
59. as captain of a dragon-steamboat! 
HOW TO FOOL A CAT 
1. Once upon a time 
2. there was a rich lord 
3. who liked to collect carvings of animals 
4. (those are like little wooden dolls). 
5. He had many kinds, 
6. but he had no carved mouse. 
7. So he called two skilled carvers to him and said, 
8. "I want each of you to carve a mouse for me. 
9. I want them to be so life-like 
10. that my cat will think they're real mice 
11. and pounce on them. 
12. We'll put them down together and see which mouse the cat pounces 
on first. 
13. To the carver of that mouse, 
14. I'll give this bag of gold!" 
15. So the two carvers went back to their homes 
16. and set to work. 
17. After a time they came back. 
18. One had carved a wonderful mouse out of wood. 
19. It was so well done that it looked exactly like a mouse. 
20. The other, however, had done very badly. 
21. He had used some material that flaked and looked funny. 
22. It didn't look like a mouse at all. 
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23. "What's this?" said the lord. 
24. "this wooden mouse is a marvelous piece of carving 
25. but this other mouse 
26. --if it is indeed supposed to be a mouse--
27. wouldn't fool anyone, 
28. let alone a cat." 
29. "Let the cat be brought in," 
30. said the second carver. 
31. "The cat can decide which is the better mouse." 
32. The lord thought this was rather silly, 
33. but he ordered the cat to be brought in. 
34. No sooner had it come into the room 
35. than it pounced upon the badly carved mouse 
36. and paid no attention at all to the one that was carved so well. 
37. there was nothing for the lord to do but give the gold to the 
unskillful carver, 
38. but as he did so he said, 
39. "Well, now that you have the gold, 
40. tell me how you did it?" 
41. "It was easy, my lord," 
42. said the man, 
43. "I didn't carve my mouse from wood, 
44. I carved it from dried fish. 
45. That's why the cat pounced upon it swiftly." 
46. When the lord heard how the cat and everyone else had been fooled, 
47. he could not help laughing, 
48. and soon everyone in the entire court was holding his sides with 
laughter. 
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49. "Well," said the lord finally, 
50. "then I'll have to give two bags of gold. 
51. One to the workman who carved so well, 
52. and one to you who carved so cleverly. 
53. I'll keep the wooden mouse, 
54. and we'll let the cat have the other one." 
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APPENDIX G I 
EXPERIMENT 2 RECALL SCORES: ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
TABLE 12 
EXPERIMENT 2 RECALL SCORES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
Mean 
Source DF Square F-Test Significance 
Age 1 0.35 11.48 .002 
Ability 1 0.18 5.91 .02 
Age by Ability 1 .07 2.43 .13 
Importance 3 1. 94 422.32 <.001 
Age by Importance 3 0.03 5.53 .002 
Ability by Importance 3 0.01 1.46 .23 
Age by Ability by Importance 3 .00 0.89 .45 
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APPENDIX H 
EXPERIMENT 2 READING TIMES: ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
TABLE 13 
EXPERIMENT 2 READING TIMES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
Mean 
Source DF Square F-Test Significance 
Age 1 37.78 16.3S <.001 
Ability 1 3.78 1.64 .21 
Age by Ability 1 0.19 0.08 >.SO 
Importance 3 4.09 63.38 <.001 
Age by Importance 3 0.11 1.64 .18 
Ability by Importance 3 0.04 0.69 >.SO 
Age by Ability by Importance 3 .00 .OS >.SO 
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